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RATE OF CONVERGENCE TO EQUILIBRIUM OF
FRACTIONAL DRIVEN STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS WITH ROUGH MULTIPLICATIVE NOISE
By Aurélien Deya, Fabien Panloup and Samy Tindel
We investigate the problem of the rate of convergence to equilibrium for ergodic stochastic differential equations driven by fractional
Brownian motion with Hurst parameter H P p1{3, 1q and multiplicative noise component σ. When σ is constant and for every H P p0, 1q,
it was proved in [19] that, under some mean-reverting assumptions,
such a process converges to its equilibrium at a rate of order t´α
where α P p0, 1q (depending on H). In [11], this result has been extended to the multiplicative case when H ą 1{2. In this paper, we
obtain these types of results in the rough setting H P p1{3, 1{2q. Once
again, we retrieve the rate orders of the additive setting. Our methods
also extend the multiplicative results of [11] by deleting the gradient
assumption on the noise coefficient σ. The main theorems include
some existence and uniqueness results for the invariant distribution.

1. Introduction. Convergence to an equilibrium distribution is one of
the most natural and most studied problems concerning Markov processes.
This holds true in particular for diffusions processes, seen as solutions to
stochastic differential equations (SDEs in the sequel) driven by a Brownian
motion. More specifically, consider the Rd -valued process pYt qtě0 solving the
following SDE:
(1.1)

dYt “ bpYt qdt ` σpYt q dWt

where b : Rd Ñ Rd , σ : Rd Ñ Md,d are smooth enough functions, where Md,d
is the set of d ˆ d real matrices, and where W is a d-dimensional Wiener
process. Assume for simplicity that σpxq is invertible for every x P Rd and
that σ ´1 is a bounded function.
In the context of equation (1.1), a simple assumption which ensures ergodicity of the process Y is the following reinforcing condition on the drift b
(see Hypothesis (H2) below for further details): There exist C1 , C2 ą 0 such
that for every v P Rd , one has
(1.2)

xv, bpvqy ď C1 ´ C2 kvk2

.
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Under condition (1.2) (and the non-degeneracy of σ), exponential convergence of the probability law LpYt q to a unique invariant measure µ in total
variation is a classical fact, and can be mainly obtained via two different
methods:
(i) Functional inequalities. Starting from Poincaré type inequalities (or further refinements) for the solution of (1.1), and invoking Dirichlet form techniques, exponential and sub-exponential rates of convergence are obtained
e.g in [3, 28].
(ii) Lyapunov/Coupling techniques. In these methods (see e.g. [10]), the idea
is to try to stick some solutions of (1.1) (in an exponential time) with the following strategy: taking advantage of the Lyapunov assumption (1.2) (which
can be strongly alleviated in the context of (1.1)) leads to some exponential
bounds on the return-time of the (coupled) process into compact subsets of
Rd (or more generally petite sets). Then, classical coupling techniques (involving the non-degeneracy of σ) allow to attempt the sticking of the paths
when being in the compact subset.
Notice that in the setting of equation (1.1), the convergence analysis relies
heavily on the Markov property for Y , or equivalently on the semi-group
property for the transition probability. It also hinges on the irreducibility of
Y , which can be seen as a non-degeneracy condition on the noisy part of the
equation. Finally, observe that the first approach generally leads to sharper
exponents but may require stronger assumptions.
Convergence to equilibrium being a relatively well understood phenomenon
for equations like (1.1), recent developments in ergodic theory for stochastic
equations have focused on deviations from the irreducible Markov setting.
The reference [18] handles for instance infinite dimensional situations where
only asymptotic couplings of the process (starting from different initial conditions) are available. Let us also mention [20], about a situation where the
strong Feller property is fulfilled as t Ñ 8, due to the degeneracy of the
noise.
The current contribution is more directly related to another line of investigation, which aims at handling cases deviating from the fundamental
Markov assumption. A general setting for this kind of situation is provided
in the landmark of random dynamical systems [2, 6, 15]. However, the type
of information one can retrieve with these techniques seldom include rates
of convergence to an equilibrium measure. Alternatively, one can also consider differential systems driven by a fractional Brownian motion (fBm) as
a canonical example on which non standard Markovian approaches to convergence can be elaborated. This point of view is ours, and is justified by
the fact that fBm is widely used in applications (see e.g [16, 27, 23, 24]),
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and also by the fact that fBm can be seen as one of the simplest processes
exhibiting long range dependence.
In this paper, we are thus concerned by the long time behavior of an
equation which is similar to (1.1), except for the fact that the noisy input is
a fractional Brownian motion. Specifically, we consider the following SDE:
(1.3)

dYt “ bpYt qdt ` σpYt q dXt ,

where the coefficients b and σ satisfy the same assumptions as above (in
particular relation (1.2)), and where pXt qtě0 is a d-dimensional H-fBm with
Hurst parameter H P p 13 , 1q. Notice that in the case H ą 21 equation (1.3)
makes sense owing to Young integration techniques, whereas the case H P
p1{3, 1{2q requires elements of rough paths theory (see Section 2.1).
The study of ergodic properties for fractional SDEs (under the stability
assumption (1.2)) has been undertaken by Hairer [19], Hairer and Ohashi
[21], and by Hairer and Pillai [22], respectively in the additive noise, multiplicative noise with H ą 1{2 and multiplicative hypoelliptic noise with
H P p1{3, 1{2q. Except [19] which also deals with rate of convergence to
equilibrium, these papers mainly focus on a way to define stationary solutions, and on extending tools of the ergodic Markovian theory to the fBm
setting. In particular, criteria for uniqueness of the invariant distribution
are proved in increasingly demanding settings. Let us also mention the references [4, 5] for some results on approximations of stationary solutions. In
all those articles, the Markovian formalism is based on the Mandelbrot-Van
Ness representation of the fractional Brownian motion, namely:
ż0
1
(1.4)
Xt “ αH
p´rqH´ 2 pdWr`t ´ dWr q , t ě 0,
´8

where pWt qtPR is a two-sided Rd -valued Brownian motion and αH is a normalization coefficient depending on H. It is then shown that pYt , pXs`t qsď0 qtě0
can be realized through a Feller transformation pQt qtě0 whose definition is
recalled below (see Section 3.1.1). In particular, an initial distribution of the
dynamical system pY, Xq is a distribution µ0 on Rd ˆ W´ , where W´ is an
appropriate Hölder space (see Section 3.1.2 for more details). Rephrased in
more probabilistic terms, an initial distribution is the distribution of a couple pY0 , pXs qsď0 q where pXs qsď0 is an Rd -valued fBm on p´8, 0s. Then, such
an initial distribution is called an invariant distribution if it is invariant by
the transformation Qt for every t ě 0. As mentioned above, the uniqueness
of such an invariant distribution is investigated in [19, 21, 22].
Let us now go back to our original question concerning the rate of convergence to equilibrium, which is obviously a natural problem when uniqueness
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holds for the invariant distribution. This problem has been first considered
in [19], for equation (1.3) with an additive noise. In this context it is shown
that the law of Yt converges in total variation to the stationary regime, with
a rate upper-bounded by Cε t´pα´εq for any ε ą 0, where
#
(
1
if H P p 14 , 1qz 12
8
(1.5)
α“
Hp1 ´ 2Hq if H P p0, 14 s.
The upper bound above is believed to be non-optimal, though its subexponential character can be interpreted as an effect of the non-Markovianity
of the fBm X. Referring to our previous discussion on methods to achieve
rates of convergence, functional inequalities tools are ruled out in the fBm
setting, due to the absence of a real semi-group related to equation (1.3).
The method chosen in [19] is thus based on coupling of solutions starting
from different initial conditions. More specifically, the problem is reduced
to a coupling between two paths starting from some initial conditions µ0
and µ, where the second one denotes an invariant distribution of pQt qtě0 .
The main step consists (classically) in finding a stopping time τ8 such that
µ0
µ
pYt`τ
q
“ pYt`τ
q . The rate of convergence in total variation is then
8 tě0
8 tě0
obtained by means of an accurate bound on Ppτ8 ą tq, t ě 0.
Within the general framework recalled above, the next challenge consists
in extending the rate (1.5) to multiplicative noises. This has been achieved
in Fontbona and Panloup [11], where the order of convergence (1.5) is obtained in the case H ą 12 , with the additional assumption that the diffusion
component σ is invertible and satisfies the following gradient type assumption: its inverse σ ´1 is a Jacobian matrix. Our paper has thus to be seen as
an improvement of [11] in two different directions:
(i) We get rid of the gradient type hypothesis assumed in [11], which extends
the scope of application of our result.
(ii) We treat the case of an irregular fBm, with Hurst parameter H P
p1{3, 1{2q, which means that equation (1.3) has to be understood in the
rough paths sense. Our main goal (see Theorem 2.5 for a precise statement)
is then to obtain the rate of convergence (1.5) under those general conditions
on σ and in the rough case.
One point should be made clear right now: the techniques displayed in this
paper can cover both the case H P p1{3, 1{2q (as mentionned in point (ii)
above) and the case H ą 1{2 (thus extending the results of [11] beyond
the gradient type assumption, as reported in point (i)). This being said,
for the sake of conciseness, we shall only express our analysis within the
rough setting, that is when H P p1{3, 1{2q, and therefore leave to the reader
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the details of the extension to the (simpler) Young situation H ą 1{2 (see
Remark 2.7 for a few additional comments on this topic).
In order to achieve our claimed rate of convergence, we shall implement
the coupling strategy alluded to above. Let us briefly recall how this coupling
strategy is divided in 3 steps. As a preliminary step, one waits that the two
paths (starting respectively from µ and µ0 ) get close. This is ensured by
the reinforcing condition (1.2). Then, at each trial, the coupling attempt is
divided in two steps. First, one tries in Step 1 to cluster the positions on an
interval of length 1. Then, in Step 2, one tries to ensure that the paths stay
clustered until `8. Actually, oppositely to the Markovian case where the
paths stay naturally together after a clustering (by putting the same noise
on each coordinate), the main difficulty here is that, due to the memory,
staying together is costly. In other words, this property can be guaranteed
only with the help of a non trivial coupling of the noises. If one of the two
previous steps fails, a new attempt will be made after a (long) waiting time
which is called Step 3. During this step one waits again for the paths to
get close, but one also expects the memory of the coupling cost to vanish
sufficiently.
In our general rough setting with non constant coefficient σ, the implementation of the coupling strategy requires some non trivial adaptations
of the general scheme. Let us highlight our main contributions in order to
achieve the desired convergence rate:
1. The binding preliminary step relies on Lyapunov type properties of
the differential equation (1.3). We will invoke here some rough paths
techniques based on discretization schemes.
2. In the additive case, two paths driven by the same fBm differ from a
drift term, which leads to a straightforward way of sticking the paths in
Step 1. We are no longer able to use this trick here, and our coupling
is based on a linearization of equation (1.3). The analysis of such a
linearization turns out to be demanding, and is one of our main efforts
in this article.
3. The different trials we have to make in a context where nontrivial
correlations occur force us to consider conditioning procedures. For
these conditionings, we have chosen to decompose X into a Liouville
fBm plus a smooth process with singularity at t “ 0. The rough path
formalism has to be adapted to this new setting.
Those steps are sometimes delicate, and will be detailed in the remainder of
the article.
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Our paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we detail our assumptions
and state our main result, namely Theorem 2.5, which provides existence
and uniqueness of an invariant distribution for the rough equation (1.3), as
well as a rate of convergence towards this distribution. The Markov setting
for this equation, as well as Lyapunov type inequalities, are given in Section
3, leading to the proof of the existence statement. Our global strategy to get
uniqueness and the convergence rate is explained at Section 4. The end of the
proof of Theorem 2.5 can thus be found in Section 4.3, slightly anticipating
the technical results of the subsequent sections. The setting and results
related to the so-called singular rough equations are introduced in Section 5,
and then applied at Section 6 to some specific hitting system. Eventually,
the controls associated with Step 2 and Step 3 of the procedure are exhibited
in Sections 7 and 8, respectively.
Throughout the paper, we will use the convenient notation A À B for
any estimate of the form A ď cB, where c ą 0 is a constant that does not
depend on the parameters under consideration.
2. Setting and main result. We recall here the minimal amount of
rough paths considerations allowing to define and solve equation (1.3) driven
by a fBm with Hurst parameter H ą 1{3. These preliminaries will be presented using terminology taken from the so-called algebraic integration theory, which is a variant of the original formulation of rough paths theory,
introduced in [17] (see also [13]). Then we shall state precisely the main
result of this article.
2.1. Hölder spaces, rough paths and rough differential equations. For an
arbitrary real interval I, a vector space V and an integer k ě 1, we denote
by Ck pI; V q the set of functions g : I k Ñ V such that gt1 ¨¨¨tk “ 0 whenever
ti “ ti`1 for some i ď k ´ 1. Such a function is called a pk ´ 1q-increment.
Then, for every f P C1 pI; V q and g P C2 pI; V q, we successively define
pδf qst :“ ft ´ fs

and pδgqsut “ gst ´ gsu ´ gut

,

for any s ă u ă t P I. Besides, throughout the paper, we will use the
notation pδT qst “ t ´ s for any s ă t.
Our analysis will rely on some regularity considerations related to Hölder
spaces. We thus start by introducing Hölder type norms for 1-increments:
for every f P C2 pI; V q, we set
N rf ; C2µ pI; V qs :“ sup

s,tPI

kfst k
,
|t ´ s|µ
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and C2µ pI; V q “ tf P C2 pI; V q; N rf ; C2µ pI; V qs ă 8u .
Observe now that the usual Hölder spaces C1µ pI; V q are determined in the
following way: for a continuous function f P C1 pI; V q, define
N rf ; C1µ pI; V qs “ N rδf ; C2µ pI; V qs,
and C1µ pI; V q “ tf P C1 pI; V q; N rf ; C1µ pI; V qs ă 8u .
We shall also use the supremum norm on spaces Ck pI; V q, which will be
denoted by N r¨ ; Ck0 pI; V qs. Notice that when the context is clear, we will
simply write Ckµ pIq for Ckµ pI; V q.
The rough path theory can be seen as a differential calculus with respect
to a Hölder continuous noise x, under a set of abstract assumptions. These
assumptions are summarized in the following definition.
Definition 2.1. Let γ be a constant greater than 1{3 and consider a
γ-Hölder path x on some fixed interval r0, T s. We call a Lévy
area above x any two-index map x2 P C22γ pr0, T s; Rd,d q, which satisfies, for
all s ă u ă t P r0, 1s and all i, j P t1, . . . , du,
Rd -valued

(2.1)

j
i
δx2;ij
sut “ δxsu δxut

and

2;ji
j
i
x2;ij
st ` xst “ δxst δxst .

The couple x :“ px, x2 q is then called a γ-rough path above x, and we will
use the short notation
}x}γ;I :“ N rx; C1γ pI; Rd qs ` N rx2 ; C22γ pI; Rd,d qs

,

for any interval I Ă r0, T s.
When the rough path x can be approximated by smooth functions, one
talks about a canonical lift, whose precise definition is given below.
Definition 2.2. Given a path x P C1γ pr0, 1s; Rd q, we denote by xn “
the sequence of (piecewise) smooth paths obtained through the linear
interpolation of x along the dyadic partition Pn of r0, 1s. Then we will say
that x can be canonically lifted into a rough path if there exists a γ-rough
path x :“ px, x2 q above x such that the sequence xn :“ pxn , x2,n q defined by
żt
2,n
(2.2)
xst
:“ pδxn qsu b dxnu
xPn

s

converges to x with respect to the norm
}x}p0,γ 1 q;r0,1s
1

1

:“ N rx; C10 pr0, 1s; Rd qs ` N rx; C1γ pr0, 1s; Rd qs ` N rx2 ; C22γ pr0, 1s; Rd,d qs

,
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for every 0 ă γ 1 ă γ. In this case, we will also denote this (necessarily
unique) limit x as Lpxq.
We finally give the definition of solution to a noisy differential equation,
such as our main object of interest (1.3). We are adopting here Davie’s
point of view (see [7]). Namely, we characterize the solution y by a Taylor
expansion up to a remainder term whose Hölder regularity is strictly greater
than 1.
Definition 2.3. pDavieq Let x :“ px, x2 q be a γ-rough path. Then, for
any continuous, resp. differentiable, vector field
b : Rd Ñ Rd

, resp.

σ : Rd Ñ LpRd ; Rd q ,

we call y P C1γ pI; Rd q a solution (on I) of the equation
(2.3)

dyt “ bpyt q dt ` σpyt q dxt

,

yt0 “ a ,

if the two-parameter path Ry defined as
y
Rst
:“ pδyqst ´ bpys q pδT qst ´ σj pys q pδxj qst ´ pDσj ¨ σk qpys q x2,jk
st

belongs to C2µ pI; Rd q, for some parameter µ ą 1. Here, the notation Dσj ¨ σk
stands for
(2.4)

pDσi ¨ σk qpvq :“ pDσj qpvqpσk pvqq , for every v P Rd .

Applications of the abstract rough paths setting to a fractional Brownian
motion X depends on a proper construction of the Lévy area X2 . The reader
is referred to [14, Chapter 15] for a complete review of the methods enabling
this construction. It can be summarized in the following way:
Proposition 2.4. Let 1{3 ă H ă 1{2 be a fixed Hurst parameter. Then
the fBm X belongs almost surely to any space C1γ for γ ă H, and can be lifted
as a canonical rough path according to Definitions 2.1 and 2.2. Furthermore,
for any 0 ď s ă t ď T , the random variable X2st satisfies the following
inequality:
ˇp ‰
“ˇ
E ˇX2st ˇ ď cp pt ´ sq2Hp , p ě 1.
As we shall see in the next section, Proposition 2.4 will allow us to solve
equation (1.3) under reasonable assumptions on the coefficients b and σ.
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2.2. Assumptions and Main Result. Having defined the notion of solution to equation (1.3), we can now proceed to a description of our main
result. We first have to introduce a set of hypothesis on b and σ, beginning
with a boundedness assumption.
Hypothesis (H1): b : Rd Ñ Rd , resp. σ : Rd Ñ LpRd , Rd q, is a C 3 , resp.
C 4 , vector field such that
sup kpDp`q bqpvqk ă 8 for ` P t1, 2, 3u ,
(2.5)

vPRd

resp. sup kpDp`q σqpvqk ă 8 for ` P t0, . . . , 4u .
vPRd

The second hypothesis is the Lyapunov-type assumption alluded to in
the introduction, which is classically needed for the existence of an invariant
distribution.
Hypothesis (H2): There exist C1 , C2 ą 0 such that for every v P Rd , one
has
(2.6)

xv, bpvqy ď C1 ´ C2 kvk2

.

Finally, one needs a non-degeneracy assumption on σ.
Hypothesis (H3): For every x P Rd , σpxq is invertible and
(2.7)

sup }σpxq´1 } ă `8.
xPRd

We are now in a position to state our main result. One denotes by
LppYtµ0 qtě0 q the distribution of the process Y on Cpr0, `8q, Rd q starting
from a (generalized) initial condition µ0 (see Subsection 3.1.2 below for
detailed definitions of initial condition and invariant distribution). We also
denote by Q̄µ the distribution of the stationary solution (starting from an invariant distribution µ). The distribution µ̄0 pdxq stands for the first marginal
of µ0 pdx, dwq. Finally, the total variation norm is classically denoted by
} . }T V .
Theorem 2.5. Let H P p1{3, 1{2q, and assume pH1q, pH2q, pH3q hold
true. Then:
(i) There exists a unique solution of equation (1.3) in the sense of Definition 2.3.
(ii) Existence and uniqueness hold for the invariant distribution µ.
ş(iii) rLet µ0 be an initial distribution such that there exists r ą 0 satisfying
|x| µ̄0 pdxq ă 8. Then for each ε ą 0 there exists Cε ą 0 such that
(2.8)

1

µ0
}LppYt`s
qsě0 q ´ Q̄µ}T V ď Cε t´p 8 ´εq .
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In particular,
(2.9)

1

}LpYtµ0 q ´ µ̄}T V ď Cε t´p 8 ´εq .

where µ̄ denotes the first marginal of µ.
Remark 2.6. Item (i) in Theorem 2.5 is classical in rough path theory,
since Proposition 2.4 holds true for our fBm X. We refer to [14] for the
general theory of differential equations driven by a rough path. We prove
existence of the invariant distribution below in Theorem 3.5 and Corollary
3.6. It is worth noting that even though this type of result is classical, its
proof is highly technical in our rough and non-Markovian context. The main
part of our work is then obviously to prove item (iii), which in turns implies
uniqueness and achieves the proof of (ii). Also notice that the reinforcing
assumption pH2q is fundamental for both the Lyapunov and the coupling
steps in our proofs.
Remark 2.7. As mentioned before, when H ą 1{2, Theorem 2.5 has
already be shown in [11]. However, an additional gradient type assumption
on σ was needed therein, that is: σ ´1 is the Jacobian matrix of a function
h : Rd Ñ Rd . Up to slight adaptations (involving in particular the non1
integrability of u Ñ u´H´ 2 when H ą 1{2), the proof developed in this
paper when H P p1{3, 1{2q (especially in Step 1) extends to the case H ą 1{2
(and does not require the gradient assumption). In other words, the above
result is still true when H ą 1{2. For the sake of simplicity, we however
choose to only consider the real new case H ă 1{2 in the sequel.
Remark 2.8. The regularity assumptions contained in Hypothesis pH1q
are relatively standard in the setting of rough paths theory. To be more
specific, equation (2.3) is known to have a unique global solution provided
b P C 2 , σ P C 3 , and both vector fields are bounded with bounded derivatives
(see e.g. [14, Theorem 12.10]). We shall show on the one hand (Section 3)
that the boundedness of b is actually not an essential condition in the latter
well-posedness statement. On the other hand, assuming here that b P C 3 ,
resp. σ P C 4 , instead of b P C 2 , resp. σ P C 3 , is due to the specific expression
of the rough coupling system we will consider in our procedure (see (4.43)
or (6.1)-(6.2), and observe how the first-order derivatives of b and σ are
involved in the second line of these rough systems).
Remark 2.9. The exponent ´1{8 in (2.9) may be surprising at first
sight, although it is the very same exponent as in the additive case. Indeed, this value does not depend on the Hurst parameter H as one might
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expect. In fact, this exponent is the result of an optimization of t´p with
p P p0, γp1 ´ 2γqq and γ P p0, H ^ 1{2q. More precisely, when H P p1{3, 1{2q,
1
8 “ maxtγp1 ´ 2γqq, γ P p0, Hqu (see Section 4.3 for details). Since this
maximum is attained for γ “ 1{4, this explains the explicit dependency in
H when H ă 1{4 in [19] (in the additive setting). Observe that the term t´p
alluded to above is obtained through a procedure which consists in gluing
two solutions starting from different initial conditions after they meet (see
Section 4.2 for a precise description of this step). This procedure is highly
nontrivial in our non-Markovian setting, and the polynomial exponent ´1{8
has thus to be interpreted as an effect of the memory of equation (1.2).
Furthermore, in view of the Markovian rate of convergence which is typically exponential, one can wonder about the optimal one in the fractional
setting. To this aim, notice first that in the specific setting of additive fractional SDEs whose drift term satisfies, for all px, yq P R2 ,
(2.10)

xbpxq ´ bpyq, x ´ yy ď α}x ´ y}2 ,

a simple Gronwall argument shows that the L2 -distance between solutions
built with the same fBm decreases exponentially (see e.g [15]). Then, it can
be deduced that the rate of convergence to the stationary regime is exponential in Wasserstein distance (this property extends in fact to the Total
Variation distance through a simple coalescent coupling between t´1 and t).
However, this setting is not representative of the fractional setting since the
rate is entirely obtained with the help of the drift condition (2.10) without
any probabilistic property. A more typical ergodic situation can be obtained
by considering Xt “ rx ` BtH s, i.e. the fractional part of a fBm starting from
x. In this setting, the fact that BtH „ N p0, tH q allows us to deduce from a
scaling and from the exponential convergence of the fractional part of the
Brownian motion to the uniform distribution on r0, 1s that pLpXt qqtě0 also
converges to the uniform distribution on r0, 1s with a rate proportional to
expp´tH q. The interest of this example is to show that a dependency in H
appears but is still very particular since it derives from a scaling property. It
is also worth noting that this leads to a marginal result like (2.9) but not to
(2.8). In the general fractional setting, whenever the drift satisfies the weak
contracting relation (2.6) instead of (2.10), the question of the typical rate of
convergence is still open. However, our opinion is that exponential or subexponential rates are out of reach with the coupling method recalled in the
introduction and inspired by [19]. The functional approach to convergence
to equilibrium remains largely unexplored for fractional Brownian motion
driven systems, and it might yield better results. Nevertheless, this method
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seems to rely too heavily on semi-group techniques to be implemented in a
proper way.
3. Existence of invariant distribution. The main result of this section is Theorem 3.5 where we establish a new Lyapunov property for rough
equations and deduce that existence holds for the invariant distribution under pH1q and pH2q. Before, we need to recall some background about ergodic
theory for rough equations. We assume that H ă 1{2.
3.1. Markovian structure and invariant distribution.
3.1.1. Background on the Markov structure above the solutions. As shown
in [22] (going back to [19] and [21]), the system (1.3) can be endowed with
a Markovian structure. Let us briefly recall the construction. The starting
point is to build an appropriate Hölder space on which pBtH qtPR can be
realized through a Markov transformation. Let C08 pR´ q be the space of C 8 functions w, with compact support on R´ and with values in Rd , satisfying
wp0q “ 0. Let Wγ denote the Hölder-type space being the (Polish) closure
of C08 pR´ q for the norm } . }Wγ defined by
(3.1)

}x}Wγ :“ sup

s,tPR´

|xptq ´ xpsq|
1

|t ´ s|γ p1 ` |t| ` |s|q 2

.

For any γ P p1{3, Hq, there exists a probability P´ on Wγ such that
the canonical process is a standard d-dimensional H-fBm indexed by R´ .
In the following, we set W´ :“ Wγ and consider x´ P W´ . Set W` :“
Dg0,γ pr0, 1sq the closure of C08 pr0, 1sq with respect to the norm } ¨ }γ;r0,1s .
Then, with the help of operators related to the Mandelbrot representation (see [22] for more precise statements), one can define a Feller transition kernel P̂ on W´ ˆ W` such that (with a slight abuse of notation),
H
P̂px´ , dx` q “ PppBH
t qtPr0,1s P dx` |pBt qtPR´ “ x´ q. Then, denoting by
W :“ W´ ˆ W` , Π : W ÞÑ Cpp´8, 1s, Rd q the map that concatenates x´
with the path component x` of x` , and P the probability measure on W
defined by Ppdx´ ˆ dx` q :“ P´ pdx´ qP̂px´ , dx` q, Π˚ P corresponds to the
law of pBtH qtPp´8,1s on Cpp´8, 1s, Rd q. Denoting by Θ the ´1-time shift from
Cpp´8, 1s, Rd q to Cpp´8, 0s, Rd q, the previous construction implies that a
two-sided fBm (on Rd ) can be realized through the (discrete-time) Feller
Markov transition kernel P on W defined by
Ppx, .q :“ δΘpxq b P̂pΘpxq, .q.
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The triplet pW, P, Pq is called the noise space. Then, for a given initial
condition z and a given realization x “ px´ , x` q of the driving noise, we
denote by pΦt pz, x` qqtPr0,1s , the unique solution to (1.3) with initial condition
z. Owing to [14] and Assumption pH1q, pz, x` q ÞÑ Φt pz, x` q is continuous
on Rd ˆ W` . It follows that the solution to (1.3) can be viewed as a Feller
Markov process on Rd ˆW with transition kernel Q defined by : Qpz, x, .q :“
Ψ˚z Ppx, .q where Ψz pxq :“ pΦ1 pz, x` q, xq.
Remark 3.1. In [19], the construction of the Markov structure is directly realized with the underlying Wiener process. Note that such a construction would be closer to the coupling viewpoint which is introduced
below.
The reader can observe that the above construction only ensures the Markovian structure above the discrete-time process pXn qnPN and not for the whole
process pXt qtě0 . However, an adaptation of the previous strategy leads to
the construction of a Feller Markov semi-group pQt qtě0 above pYt qtě0 (on
Rd ˆ Wγ ).
3.1.2. Invariant distribution. Following [21], a probability µ on Rd ˆ W´
is called a generalized initial condition if ΠW´ µ “ P´ (defined in the previous
section).
Definition 3.2. Let ν be a generalized initial condition. We say that ν
is an invariant distribution for pYt qtě0 if for every t ě 0, νQt “ ν.
Definition 3.3. We say that V : Rd ÞÑ R is a Lyapunov function for Q
if V is continuous and positive, if lim|x|Ñ`8 V pxq “ `8 and if there exist
C ą 0 and ρ P p0, 1q such that for every t P r0, 1s,
ż
ż
(3.2)
V pxqpµQt qpdx, dwq ď C ` ρ V pxqµpdx, dwq
for any generalized initial condition µ on Rd ˆ W´ .
We have the following (classical) result:
Proposition 3.4. The existence of a Lyapunov function V for the Feller
semi-group pQt qtě0 implies the existence of an invariant distribution for
pYt qtě0 . Furthermore, for any generalized initial condition µ such that
ż
(3.3)
V pxqµpdx, dwq ă `8 ,
one has suptě0 Eµ rV pYt qs ă `8.
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Proof. Let µ denote an initial condition on Rd ˆ W´ such that (3.3) is
satisfied and denote by pµt qtě1 the sequence defined by
(3.4)

1
µt “
t

żt
µQs ds,

t ě 1.

0

By construction and by the Feller property, every weak limit of pµt qtě1 is an
invariant distribution for pQt qtě0 . It is thus enough to prove the tightness of
pµt qtě1 : owing to the stationarity of the increments of the fBm, the second
marginal of µt does not depend on t. W´ being Polish, we are thus reduced
to prove the tightness of pνt qtě0 , νt being the first marginal of µt . But the
definition of the Lyapunov function implies (by an iteration) suptě1 νt pV q ă
`8 which in turn implies the tightness (using that V ´1 pr0, Ksq is compact
for any K ą 0).
The aim of the next subsection is the exhibition of such a Lyapunov
function V for Q. The result will actually be derived from a general (deterministic) Lyapunov property for rough differential equations.
3.2. A Lyapunov property for rough differential equations. We go back
here to the general case of a rough equation
(3.5)

dyt “ bpyt q dt ` σpyt q dxt

,

t P r0, 1s ,

y0 “ a P Rd ,

where x is a given (deterministic) γ-rough path on r0, 1s, for some fixed
parameter γ P p 13 , 21 q. In what follows, we will write kxkγ for kxkγ;r0,1s .
Theorem 3.5. Under Hypothesis pH1q and for every initial condition
y0 P Rd , Equation (3.5) admits a unique solution y on r0, 1s, in the sense
of Definition 2.3. Besides, if we assume in addition that Hypothesis pH2q
holds true, then there exists a constant C (which depends on b, σ, γ, C1 , C2 ,
but not on x) such that
(3.6)

ky1 k2 ď e´C2 {2 ky0 k2 ` C 1 ` kxkµγ

(

,

with µ :“

8
3γ ´ 1

.

Injecting this result into the stochastic setting of Section 3.1.1 (where
x :“ X is the canonical rough path above the fBm), the derivation of (3.2)
is immediate. It is indeed a well-known fact (see for instance [14, Theorem
15.33]) that the random variable kXkγ admits finite moments of any order,
and we are therefore in a position to state the desired property:
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Corollary 3.6. In the setting of Section 3.1.1 and assuming that both
Hypotheses pH1q and pH2q hold true, the map V : x ÞÑ kxkp defines a
Lyapunov function for Q, for any p ě 1. As a consequence, there exists
at least one invariant distribution ν for pYt qtě0 , which additionally admits
finite moments of any order.
In the same spirit as in Davie’s work [7] (see also [14, Chapter 10]), our
proof of Theorem 3.5 relies on a careful examination of the natural discrete
scheme associated with the rough equation, that is the approximation y n
defined along the formula
y0n :“ a

,

δytni ti`1 “ bpytni q δTti ti`1 ` σpytni q δxti ti`1 ` pDσ ¨ σqpytni q x2ti ti`1 ,

for some partition pti q0ďiďn of r0, 1s. The idea (morally) is to apply the
standard rough-paths control strategy to both y n and the related quadratic
path z n :“ 21 }y n }2 , and involve Hypothesis pH2q at some specific point of
the procedure. As we do not want these technical estimates to compromise
the overall clarity of the presentation, we have provided them in the supplementary material [9, Section 1] attached to this paper.
4. Sketch of the strategy. We now turn to the second part of Theorem 2.5 about the convergence in total variation of the process towards
the stationary solution. This result is based on a coupling method first introduced in [19]. We thus begin by recalling the details of the strategy. To
this end, we first introduce some notations about the Mandelbrot-Van Ness
representation of the fBm.
4.1. Decomposition of the fBm. As recalled in (1.4), the Mandelbrot-Van
Ness formula allows us to realize any fBm pXt qtě0 (with Hurst parameter
H P p0, 1q) through a standard two-sided Brownian motion pWt qtPR . The
representations immediately gives rise to the decomposition
(4.1)

Xt “ Dt ` Zt ,

where the process D defined by
ż0
1
1
Dt :“ αH
tpt ´ rqH´ 2 ´ p´rqH´ 2 u dWr
´8

is seen a the ’past’ component encoding the ’memory’ of W , while
żt
1
Zt :“ αH pt ´ rqH´ 2 dWr
0
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stands for the ’innovation’ process (when looking at X after time 0).
It turns out that, away from 0, the process D so defined is smooth (see
Lemma 6.5 for details), so that the roughness of X is essentially inherited
from that of Z. This basic observation will be one the keys of our analysis,
at every step of the strategy. It is worth noting that the smoothness of
D was also already used in the past as a central ingredient while studying
integration issues with respect to the fBm (see e.g. [1, 29]), and similar ideas
can be found in [22] as well. All along the procedure, we will thus be led to
control the past of the process through the quantity
(4.2)

~D~1;γ :“ sup t1´γ |D1 ptq| ,
tPp0,1s

for some fixed parameter γ P p0, Hq. Let us more generally introduce the
following class of functions:
Notation 4.1. For every k ě 1 and every γ P p0, 1q, we denote by Eγk
the space of paths f : r0, 1s Ñ Rd which are continuous on r0, 1s, k-times
differentiable on p0, 1s, and such that
(4.3)

~f ~k;γ :“ max

sup t`´γ |f p`q ptq| ă 8 .

1ď`ďk tPp0,1s

rt qtPR denote two frac4.2. The general 3-step scheme. Let pXt qtPR and pX
tional Brownian motions with common Hurst parameter H P p1{3, 1{2q.
From now on and for the rest of the paper, we fix a parameter γ P p1{3, Hq
that will serve us throughout the reasoning. Then, denote by pYt , Yrt q, a couple of solutions to (1.3):
#
(4.4)

dYt “ bpYt qdt ` σpYt q dXt
rt
dYrt “ bpYrt qdt ` σpYrt q dX

with initial conditions pY0 , pXt qtď0 q, pYr0 , pXt qtď0 q. We denote by pFt qtě0 the
rs , pY0 , Yr0 qqsďt qtě0 . To initiate
usual augmentation of the filtration pσpXs , X
the coupling procedure without “weight of the past”, we will certainly assume that a.s,
(4.5)

rt qtď0
pXt qtď0 “ pX

and that the initial distribution µ
r of pY0 , Yr0 q is of the form
(4.6)

rpdx, dr
µ
x, dwq “ ν0 pw, dxqνpw, dr
xqPH pdwq
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where PH denotes the distribution of a fBm pXt qtď0 on CpR´ , Rd q and the
transitions probabilities ν0 p., dxq and νp., dx̃q correspond respectively to the
conditional distributions of Y0 and Yr0 given pXt qtď0 . Furthermore, we set
(4.7) µ0 pdr
x, dwqq :“ ν0 pw, dr
xqPH pdwq and µpdx, dwq “ νpw, dr
xqPH pdwq.
In other words, Yr is a stationary solution whereas Y starts with a given
initial condition µ0 . At this point, let us remember that thanks to Corollary
3.6, we can choose µ in such a way that for every r ą 0,
ż
|x|r µ̄pdxq ă `8 ,
where, as usual, µ̄ stands for the first marginal of µ. In fact, for the rest of
the paper and along the assumptions of Theorem 2.5, we fix r ą 0 such that
one has simultaneously
ż
ż
r
(4.8)
|x| µ¯0 pdxq ă `8 and
|x|r µ̄pdxq ă `8 .
rt qtPR can be realized through the decompoThe processes pXt qtPR and pX
sition introduced in the previous subsection with respect to some two-sided
Ă . In particular, the
Brownian motions respectively denoted by W and W
Ă
filtration pFt qtě0 is also generated by pσpWs , Ws , pY0 , Yr0 qqsďt qtě0 .
Ă
Furthermore, we will assume in all the proof that on r0, 8q, W and W
r
(resp. X and X) differ by a (random) drift term denoted by gW (resp. gX ):
(4.9)

Ăt “ dWt ` g ptqdt
dW
W

rt “ dXt ` gX ptqdt.
and dX

In the continuity of (4.5), we assume that for every t P R´ ,
Ăt
Wt “ W

a.s.

or equivalently that

gW ptq “ gX ptq “ 0

a.e.

Note that the functions gW and gX are linked by the following formulas,
whenever the latter make sense (see [19], Lemma 4.2 for details):
ż
1
d t
gW ptq “ αH
(4.10)
pt ´ sq 2 ´H gX psqds
dt ´8
ż
1
d t
(4.11)
gX ptq “ γH α1´H
pt ´ sqH´ 2 gW psqds.
dt ´8
The idea is to build gW (resp. gX ) in order to stick Y and Yr . We set
(4.12)

τ8 :“ inftt ě 0, Ys “ Yrs for all s ě tu .
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Before going further, let us recall a classical relation between τ8 and the total
variation distance. Denote by B the set of Borel functions F : CpR` , Rd q Ñ
R. Then, owing to the stationarity of Yr , we have for any t ě 0

(4.13)

}LpYt`. q ´ Q̄µ}T V
”´
¯ı
r
“
sup
E F pYt`. q ´ F pYt`. q
F PB,}F }8 ď1

“

sup
F PB,}F }8 ď1

E

”´
¯
ı
F pYt`. q ´ F pYrt`. q 1tτ8 ątu ď 2Ppτ8 ą tq .

As a consequence, in the sequel, we will focus on the quantity t ÞÑ Ppτ8 ą tq
in order to prove the main theorem.
As usual, the construction of the coupling is achieved through a series of
trials. As mentioned in the introduction, each trial is decomposed in three
steps:
• Step 1: Try to couple the positions with a controlled cost (in a sense
made precise below).
• Step 2 (specific to non-Markov processes): Try to keep the paths fastened together (i.e. to ensure that gX ptq “ 0).
• Step 3: If Step 2 fails, wait a sufficiently long time in order that in
the next trial, Step 1 be achieved with a controlled cost and with
(uniformly lower-bounded away from 0) probability. During this step,
we suppose that gW ptq “ 0.
Let us make a few precisions:
 We denote by τ0 ě 0 the beginning of the first trial and by τk , k ě 1, the
end of each trial. This also means that τk´1 designates the beginning of the
kth trial. We will assume in the sequel that τ0 “ 0.
If τk “ `8, the coupling tentative has been successful. Otherwise, τk is
the end of Step 3 of trial k.
 Step 1 is carried out on each interval rτk´1 , τk´1 ` 1s. The “cost” of
coupling is represented by the function gW that one needs to build on
rτk´1 , τk´1 ` 1s in order to get Y and Yr stuck together at time τk´1 ` 1.
Oppositely to the Markovian case, this cost does not only depend on the
positions of Yτk´1 and Yrτk´1 but also on the past of the Brownian motions,
r
which have a (strong) influence on the dynamics of X and X.
If Step 1 fails, one begins Step 3 (see below) at time τk´1 ` 1. Otherwise,
one begins Step 2.
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 Step 2 is in fact a series of trials on some intervals Ik,` with length
|Ik,` | “ c2 2` ,

(4.14)

independently of k, where c2 is a constant greater than one which will be calibrated in the sequel. More precisely, one
tries tořkeep Y and Yr
řsuccessively
`
`´1 k
k
as being equal on
řintervals rτk´1 `1`c2 u“1 2 , τk´1 `1`c2 u“1 2 s (with
the convention H “ 0). Equivalently, this means that on these successive
intervals,
gX ptq “ 0 a.s.
Thus, the first natural question is the following: how to build the coupling
Ă q of the innovations in order to ensure this property, i.e. what is the
pW, W
corresponding function gW on these successive intervals which ensures that
gX “ 0 ? The answer is given by Lemma 4.3 of [19] that we choose to recall
here in a slightly different way:
Lemma 4.2. Let τ , t0 be fixed positive numbers, and assume that gW ptq “
0 on p´8, 0s. Then gX “ 0 on pτ, τ ` t0 s if and only if for all t P p0, t0 s,
τ
τ
gW
ptq “ pR0 gW
qptq

(4.15)

τ p.q “ g pτ ` .q and where the operator R is defined as
where gW
0
W
1

ż0
(4.16)

pR0 gqptq “ CH
´8

1

t 2 ´H p´sqH´ 2
gpsqds ,
t`T ´s

t P p0, `8q ,

for some appropriate constant CH (depending only on H).
τ ptqq
Remark 4.3. Since gW “ 0 on p´8, 0s, observe that pR0 gW
tě0 only
involves the values of gW on r0, τ s, and therefore relation (4.15) provides an
explicit description of the values of gW on pτ, τ `t0 s in terms of pgW ptqq0ďtďτ ,
as expected.

Remark 4.4. For our further computations, we will also use the following generalization of the operator R0 , defined for a parameter T ě 0:
ż0
(4.17)

pRT gqptq “ CH
´8

1

1

t 2 ´H pT ´ sqH´ 2
gpsqds ,
t`T ´s

t P p0, `8q .

The attempt is successful if Step 1 and Step 2 (i.e. all the sub-attempts
of this step) are. To ensure a positive probability to the success of the k-th
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attempt, one needs certainly to impose some conditions on the system at
time τk´1 .
In the continuity of [19] and [11], we thus introduce an admissibility condition (we recall that we have fixed a parameter γ P p1{3, Hq for the whole
study):
Definition 4.5. Let K and α be some positive constants and fix a
r P pRd q2 ˆ
time τ ě 0. Then we will say that a state π :“ pa, ã, w, wq
d
2
Cpp´8, τ s; R q is pK, α, γq-admissible at time τ and if the following conditions are satisfied:
ş.
piq It holds that w
r “ w ` ´8 gW psq ds, with gW satisfying:
ż `8
(4.18)

sup
T ě0 0

τ
p1 ` tq2α |pRT |gW
|qptq|2 dt ď 1 ;

piiq It holds that
(4.19)

|a| ` |ã| ` ~Dpτ q pwq~1;γ ` ~Dpτ q pwq~
r 1;γ ď K

where we have set, for t P r0, 1s,
˙
żτ ˆ
H´ 12
H´ 12
pτ q
(4.20)
D pwqt :“
pt ` τ ´ rq`
dwr .
´ p´rq`
´8

Remark 4.6. We are aware that, following the subsequent Lemma 6.5,
the above transformation Dpτ q is only defined on a subspace
Ωτ´ Ă Cpp´8, τ s; Rd q
of full Wiener measure (obtained through a shifting of Ω´ ). Nevertheless,
using the stability properties reported in the very same Lemma 6.5, it is
readily checked that, on top of being of full Wiener measure, such a space is
left invariant by the successive constructions of our strategy. We can therefore assume that at any time τ , the noise component of the system under
consideration takes value in Ωτ´ , which allows us to justify this slight abuse
of notation.
If the system is admissible, that is if
`
˘
Ă pωqt qtďτ pωq
Y pωqτk´1 pωq , Yr pωqτk´1 pωq , pW pωqt qtďτk´1 pωq , pW
k´1
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defines a pK, α, γq-admissible state at time τk´1 pωq, one attempts the coupling. Otherwise, one waits for the next one, i.e. one sets gW ptq “ 0 on
rτk´1 , τk s (One will come back below on the duration ∆τk :“ τk ´ τk´1 ).
Regarding Lemma 4.2, one can remark that Condition (4.18) plays a fundamental role in Step 2. More precisely, it can be understood as a sufficient
condition to ensure the success of the series of attempts involved by Step 2.
Item (ii) in Definition 4.5 is mainly linked to Step 1. Roughly, it ensures that
each marginal is in a sufficiently controllable state to couple the positions
with a bounded cost. The fact that the positions live in a compact set at
the beginning of the attempt is classical. The second condition (on Dpτ q ) is
of course specific to this non-Markovian setting.
Finally, note that the first condition will be ensured with probability 1 at
the beginning of the attempt, whereas, of course, the second one will occur
only with a (lower-bounded) positive probability. We denote by
(4.21) Ak pK, α, γq :“ tτk´1 ă 8u X tpK, α, γq-admissibility at time τk´1 u.
 If the coupling attempt fails, one begins Step 3, i.e. one waits sufficiently
before another attempt. This waiting time will be chosen exponentially proportional to the length of the failing attempt. More precisely, let ` ě 1
denote the numbers of trials in Step 2 and adopt the convention, that ` “ 0
if Step 1 fails (including the case where the coupling is not attempted since
the system is not admissible at time τk´1 ). Set, for k ě 1 and ` ě 0,
(4.22)
Fk,` :“ tτk´1 ă 8u X tAt trial k, Step 2 fails exactly at the `-th attemptu
and
(4.23)
Bk,` :“ tτk´1 ă 8uX
tAt trial k, Step 2 succeeds at least up to the `-th attempt (included)u.
Note that with our convention, Bk,0 thus corresponds to the event where
Step 1 succeeds. Let us finally label the following family of sets, defined
inductively, for further use:
˜
¸
č ď
(4.24)
Ek :“ pτk ă 8q “ pτk´1 ă 8q
Fk,` .
`ě0

In fact, we will assume in the sequel (see Section 8) that for every ω P Fk,` ,
(4.25)

3
τk ´ τk´1
“ ∆3 p`, kq with

∆3 p`, kq :“ c3 ς k 2β`
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3
where τk´1
denotes the beginning of Step 3 (in the k-th attempt), and c3 ,
ς and β are deterministic parameters that will be calibrated in the course
of the reasoning. In particular, conditionally to Fk,` , the length of each step
will be assumed to be deterministic. During this waiting time, we simply set

(4.26)

gW ptq “ 0

3
on rτk´1
, τk s,

i.e.

Ăt ´ W
Ă3
W
τ

k´1

“ Wt ´ Wτ 3 .
k´1

4.3. Proof of Theorem 2.5: uniqueness and rate of convergence. Denoting by pY, Yr q the coupling of solutions derived from the above-described
construction, and with notation (4.12) in mind, our aim is to prove the following assertion: for every α P p0, Hq and every p P p0, αp1 ´ 2αqq, there
exists a constant Cα,p ą 0 such that, for some appropriate calibration of the
3-step scheme, one has
(4.27)

Ppτ8 ą tq ď Cα,p t´p .

Optimizing the latter bound with respect to p and then using (4.13), the
uniqueness assertion of Theorem 2.5 follows immediately, as well as the
convergence rate (2.8), thus completing the proof of our main result.
The strategy towards (4.27) is based on a combination of the successive
controls that will be obtained at each stage of our 3-step scheme, namely the
results of Proposition 6.9, Proposition 7.1 and Proposition 8.1. Although the
controls in question will only be shown in the next sections, we have found it
important to anticipate these results so as to provide the proof of (4.27) right
now, which will allow us to both give the reader a general overview of our
arguments and also to motivate the forthcoming technical considerations.
Let us fix α P p0, Hq, p P p0, αp1 ´ 2αqq and β P pp1 ´ 2αq´1 , α{pq. In order
to suitably calibrate the scheme, we first consider the parameter K ą 0
given by Proposition 8.1 for the particular choice ε “ 1{2. In other words,
with the notations of Proposition 8.1, we set
(4.28)

K :“ Kp1{2, αq .

Then we denote by δ “ δpK, αq ą 0 the constant provided by Proposition
c
¨δ ´1
6.9, and we fix a constantśς “ ςpδ, p, αq ą 1 such that ς p ă p1 ´ α,K
2 q ,
´α` q, ρ2
where cα,K :“ p1 ´ ρ2α,K q 8
`“1 p1 ´ 2
α,K P p0, 1q being here the constant given by Proposition 7.1. Finally, with the notations of Proposition
8.1, we define c3 by
(4.29)

c3 :“ c3 p1{2, α, β, ςq .
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With these parameters in hand, we will assume in the sequel that Step 2 and
Step 3 of the above-described coupling scheme are respectively calibrated
along the formulas
(4.30)

1

c2 :“ pC2α,K q 2α

and

∆3 pk, `q :“ c3 ς k 2β` ,

where C2α,K ě 1 stands for the constant provided by Proposition 7.1. We
can now turn to the reasoning towards (4.27). In what follows, we denote by
Cp , resp. Cα,p,β , any generic constant that depends only on p, resp. pα, p, βq.
Set k ˚ :“ inftk ě 1, ∆τk “ `8u, where ∆τk :“ τk ´ τk´1 . Using that τ0 “ 0
and τ8 ď τk˚ ´1 ` 1, we have
˜
¸
`8
ÿ
∆τk 1k˚ ąk ą t ´ 1 .
(4.31)
Ppτ8 ą tq ď P
k“1

By Markov’s inequality and the fact that |u ` v|p ď |u|p ` |v|p (because
p P p0, 1s), we then deduce, provided t ą 1,
˜
¸
`8
`8
ÿ
Cp ÿ
Er|∆τk |p 1tk˚ ąku s ,
P
∆τk 1k˚ ąk ą t ´ 1 ď p
t
k“1
k“1
Ť
and as pk ˚ ą kq “ `ě0 Fk,` , this yields
¸
˜
`8
`8 8
ÿ
‰
Cp ÿ ÿ “
∆τk 1k˚ ąk ą t ´ 1 ď p
(4.32)
P
E |∆τk |p 1Fk,` .
t k“1 `“0
k“1
On Fk,0 (that is the case where Step 1 fails), we have set ∆τk “ 1 ` c3 ς k
according to (4.25). For ` ě 1, we have by definition, on the event Fk,` ,
∆τk “ 1 ` c2 p1 ` . . . ` 2` q ` c3 ς k 2β`
ď c2 ` c2 p1 ` . . . ` 2` q ` c3 ς k 2β`
c3 c3 ``1
ď
` p2
´ 1q ` c3 ς k 2β` ď c3 ς k 2β``1 ,
2
2
where we have also used the fact that, according to Proposition 8.1, one has
c3 ě 2c2 . Thus we can recast relation (4.32) as
˜
¸
`8
`8
8
ÿ
Cα,p,β ÿ kp ÿ β`p
(4.33)
P
∆τk 1k˚ ąk ą t ´ 1 ď
ς
2 PpFk,` q .
p
t
k“1
k“1
`“0
In addition, owing to our definitions (4.22) and (4.23), it is readily checked
c for every ` ě 1, and so by Proposition 7.1 (remember
that Fk,` Ă Bk,`´1 XBk,`
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that we are working under the calibration (4.30) for c2 ) we have for every
`ě1
(4.34)

c
PpFk,` |Ek´1 q ď PpBk,`
|Bk,`´1 q ď 2´α`´1 .

Plugging this inequality into (4.33), we end up with
˜
¸
˜
¸
`8
`8
`8
ÿ
Cα,p,β ÿ kp ÿ pβp´αq`
ς
2
P pEk´1 q
P
∆τk 1k˚ ąk ą t ´ 1
ď
tp k“1
`“0
k“1
(4.35)

ď

`8
Cα,p,β ÿ kp
ς P pEk´1 q ,
tp k“1

where we have used the fact that βp ´ α ă 0. Now
(4.36)

k´1
ź

P pEk´1 q “

k´1
ź

PpEm |Em´1 q “
m“1

c
p1 ´ PpEm
|Em´1 qq ,

m“1

and observe that for every m ě 1,
(4.37)
`
˘
c
PpEm
|Em´1 q ě P ∆τm “ `8 | Em´1 X Am pK, α, γq PpAm pK, α, γq|Em´1 q.
At this point, we can first apply Proposition 8.1 (remember that K and c3
are defined by (4.28) and (4.29)) to derive that
(4.38)

PpAm pK, α, γq|Em´1 q ě

1
.
2

On the other hand, using the decomposition
`
˘
P ∆τm “ `8 | Em´1 X Am pK, α, γq
(4.39)

ź
`
˘ `8
“ P Yτm´1 `1 “ Yrτm´1 `1 | Em´1 X Am pK, α, γq
PpBm,` |Bm,`´1 q ,
`“1

we can easily combine the results of Proposition 6.9 and Proposition 7.1 to
assert that
(4.40)

Pp∆τm “ `8|Em´1 X Am pK, α, γqq ě cα,K δ ,

where cα,K ą 0 and δ ą 0 have been introduced at the beginning of the
proof.
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Injecting (4.38)-(4.40) into (4.36) and going back to (4.37), we have thus
shown that
˙
ˆ
`8
`8
ÿ
ÿ
cα,K δ k´1
kp
pk
,
(4.41)
ς P pτk´1 ă `8q ď
ς
1´
2
k“1
k“1
and the latter quantity is known to be finite due to our choice of ς (that is ς
such that such that ς p ă p1´pcα,K δq{2q´1 ). The expected bound (4.27) then
follows from the combination of (4.31), (4.35) and (4.41), and this achieves
the proof of Theorem 2.5.
The remainder of the paper is now devoted to the proof of the intermediate
results at the core of the above arguments, i.e. the results of Proposition 6.9,
Proposition 7.1 and Proposition 8.1, which actually correspond to controls
at Step 1, Step 2 and Step 3, respectively. As we mentioned it in the introduction, the main difficulties of this procedure (more precisely, the most
innovative part with respect to the analysis in [11]) essentially lie in the
hitting Step 1. We thus propose in the next subsection to give a heuristic
description of the coupling construction during this first stage, before we go
into the technical details of Sections 5 and 6.
4.4. Heuristic description of the coupling system in Step 1. At time τk´1 ,
set a0 :“ Yτk´1 and a1 “ Yrτk´1 . As reported in Subsection 4.2, our aim in
Step 1 (the hitting step) will be to build gX on the interval rτk´1 , τk´1 ` 1s
in such a way that Yτk´1 `1 “ Yrτk´1 `1 with strictly positive probability. This
construction will actually be the topic of both Sections 5 and 6. However,
let us try here to give an idea, at some heuristic level, of the motivations
behind this forthcoming strategy.
To this end, let us simplify the framework by assuming that τk´1 “ 0,
d “ 1, and consider for the moment the case of a smooth deterministic
driver x. In brief, our purpose is to exhibit a triplet of paths pyt0 , yt1 , gt qtPr0,1s
satisfying the system
#
dyt0 “ bpyt0 q dt ` σpyt0 q dxt
`
˘ ,
dyt1 “ bpyt1 q dt ` σpyt1 q dxt ` gt dt
as well as the constraints y00 “ a0 , y01 “ a1 and y10 “ y11 . Using our invertibility assumptions on σ (that is, Hypothesis pH3q), this amounts to finding
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pyt0 , yt1 , ht qtPr0,1s such that
#
dyt0 “ bpyt0 q dt ` σpyt0 q dxt
dyt1 “ bpyt1 q dt ` σpyt1 q dxt ` ht dt

,

and y00 “ a0 , y01 “ a1 , y10 “ y11 . In fact, let us consider the slightly more
general issue of exhibiting a family of paths pytξ , hξt qtPr0,1s,ξPr0,1s that satisfy
the equation
(4.42)

dytξ “ bpytξ q dt ` σpytξ q dxt ` hξt dt

as well as the constraints y0ξ “ a0 ` ξpa1 ´ a0 q, y10 “ y11 and h0. ” 0. Then,
ş1
using the basic identity y10 ´ y11 “ 0 dξ Bξ y1ξ , we are led to the following
sufficient formulation of the problem: finding a family pytξ , hξt qtPr0,1s,ξPr0,1s
that satisfies both (4.42) and the constraints y0ξ “ a0 ` ξpa1 ´ a0 q, Bξ y1. ” 0,
h0. ” 0.
A natural way to answer the latter question is to let the so-called ştangent
ξ
path (associated with y) come into the picture. Namely, set hξt :“ ´ 0 dη ηt ,
where for each ξ, ξ stands for the solution of the equation
dξt “ b1 pytξ qξt dt ` σ 1 pytξ qξt dxt

,

ξ0 “ a1 ´ a0 .

With this specific choice of hξt , it is readily checked that the two paths
t ÞÑ Bξ ytξ and t ÞÑ ξt p1 ´ tq satisfy the very same equation
“
‰
dztξ “ b1 pytξ qztξ ´ ξt dt ` σ 1 pytξ qztξ dxt .
Accordingly, Bξ ytξ “ ξt p1 ´ tq and the above constraints Bξ y1. ” 0, h0. ” 0 are
indeed satisfied.
As a conclusion of these considerations, the problem now reduces to solving the parametric (or functional-valued) system
#
“
‰
şξ
dytξ “ bpytξ q ´ 0 dη ηt dt ` σpytξ q dxt
(4.43)
,
dξt “ b1 pytξ qξt dt ` σ 1 pytξ qξt dxt
with initial conditions y0ξ “ a0 ` ξpa1 ´ a0 q, ξ0 “ a1 ´ a0 , and ξ varying in
r0, 1s. This new expression of the problem can of course be extended to the
case of rough x (and to any dimension d), with pytξ , ξt q understood as a rough
solution of (4.43), in the sense of Definition 2.3. Just as above, once endowed
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with such a solution py, q, defining gX as gX ptq :“ ´σpyt1 q´1
then close the procedure.

ş1
0

dη ηt would

Unfortunately, as the reader can easily check it, the vector fields involved
in (4.43) do not meet the usual boundedness assumptions that guarantee
the existence of a global rough solution defined on r0, 1s (compare for instance with the conditions in [7, Theorem 6.1] or in [14, Theorem 10.26]).
In fact, we have not been able to establish such a global existence in the
general situation, and we even suspect that an explosion phenomenon might
occur in some cases. What we will introduce in the next section is a weaker
result according to which global existence on r0, 1s holds provided the norm
kxkγ;r0,1s is small enough (depending on a0 and a1 ).
Going back to the stochastic setting of our study (where x “ X is a fBm),
the latter existence result is still not satisfying, because the required smallness condition on kXkγ;r0,1s implicitly involves the past trajectory pWt qtď0 ,
which is somehow fixed (and not necessarily small) at this stage of our threestep procedure. In order to overcome this difficulty, we shall appeal (once
again) to the ’past-innovation’ decomposition (4.1) of X, and rewrite the
hitting system as
#
“
‰
şξ
dYtξ “ bpYtξ q dt ´ 0 dη Jtη dt ` σpYtξ q dDt ` σpYtξ q dZt
“
‰
(4.44)
,
dJtξ “ b1 pYtξ qJtξ dt ` σ 1 pYtξ qJtξ dDt ` σ 1 pYtξ qJtξ dZt
with initial conditions Y0ξ “ a0 ` ξpa1 ´ a0 q, J0ξ “ a1 ´ a0 , ξ P r0, 1s. Now
recall that, at the sole price of a singularity at time 0, the process D can
be considered as smooth and therefore the whole terms into brackets in
(4.44) can somehow be seen as drift terms, to be distinguished from the real
rough perturbation driven by Z. Based on these properties and still using
a pathwise approach (as developed in Section 5 below), we will derive the
following refined version of the previous existence statement: there exists
a unique global solution to (4.44) on r0, 1s provided the norm of kZkγ;r0,1s
(which no longer depends on pWt qtď0 ) is small enough. This result, essentially summed up by Proposition 6.2, will turn out to be sufficient for our
purpose.
5. Singular rough equations. This section is devoted to the presentation of a natural setting to study the hitting system (4.44) (properly extended to Rd ) and exhibit sharp conditions on pD, Zq for this system to
admit a unique global solution on r0, 1s. To this end, it will turn out to be
fundamental that the trajectories of the process D should somehow be considered as differentiable paths that induce some drift term in the equation.
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However, as we have evoked it in Section 4.1 (see also Lemma 6.5 below),
this differentiability assumption is not exactly satisfied, due to a possible
singularity at time 0 for the derivative of D.
With these observations in mind, the purpose of the section is essentially
twofold:
‚ Introduce appropriate singular extensions of the Hölder spaces defined
in Section 2.1 and then extend the classical study of rough systems to this
setting, for general Banach-valued equations;
‚ Exhibit sufficient conditions on the driver for these rough singular equations to have a unique global solution, even in situations where the usual
boundedness requirements on the vector fields are not met (see Hypothesis
(VF2) below), which is the case for (4.44).
The effective application of these general (pathwise) considerations to the
particular fractional system (4.44) will then be analyzed in Section 6.1.
From now on and for the rest of the section, we fix two parameters:
γ P p 13 , 21 q (for the general Hölder roughness) and β P rγ, 1s (encoding the
singularity at time 0).
Our singular extensions of the usual Hölder spaces are specifically defined
through the following seminorms: given a Banach space V , an interval I Ă
r0, 1s and two parameters α P p0, 1s, µ ě α, set, for any map f : I 2 Ñ V ,
resp. f : I 3 Ñ V ,
ˆ
˙
}fst }V
}fst }V
α,µ
(5.1)
N rf ; C2;β pI; V qs :“ max sup
,
α , sup
µ β´1
sătPI |t ´ s|
0ăsătPI |t ´ s| s
resp.
ˆ
(5.2)

α,µ
N rf ; C3;β
pI; V

qs :“ max

sup
săuătPI

}fsut }V
}fsut }V
sup
α,
|t ´ s| 0ăsăuătPI |t ´ s|µ sβ´1

˙
,

and then
(5.3)

(
α,µ
α,µ
C1;β
pI; V q :“ f P C1 pI; V q : δf P C2;β
pI; V q .

α,µ
α,µ
Of course, it holds that Ci;β
pI; V q Ă Ciα pI; V q and Ci;1
pI; V q “ Ciµ pI; V q.
What actually led us to the above definitions is the following (relatively
sharp) inclusion:
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Lemma 5.1. Let Eγ1 pr0, 1s; Rd q be the space introduced in Notation 4.1.
γ,1
It holds that Eγ1 pr0, 1s; Rd q Ă C1;γ
pr0, 1s; Rd q and for every g P Eγ1 pr0, 1s; Rd q,
(5.4)

γ,1
N rδg; C2;γ
pr0, 1s; Rd qs ď cγ~g~1;γ .

Proof. It suffices to observe that for all 0 ă s ă t ď 1,
ˇż t
ˇ
żt
ˇ
ˇ
1
ˇ
ˇ
|δgst | “ ˇ gu duˇ ď ~g~1;γ uγ´1 du
s
s
`
˘
À ~g~1;γ min sγ´1 |t ´ s|, tγ ´ sγ u
`
˘
À ~g~1;γ min sγ´1 |t ´ s|, |t ´ s|γ .

Let us now introduce the related notion of a singular rough solution. In
the sequel, given two Banach spaces V, W and a smooth map F : V Ñ W , we
will denote by Dp`q F : V Ñ LpV b` ; W q the `-th derivative of F , understood
in the usual Fréchet sense.
γ,1
pr0, 1s; Rm q and a γ-rough path
Definition 5.2. Consider a path h P C1;β
z “ pz, z2 q, in the sense of Definition 2.1. Then, for any fixed Banach space
V , any interval I “ rt0 , t1 s Ă r0, 1s, any v0 P V and any continuous, resp.
differentiable, vector field

B : V Ñ LpRm ; V q

, resp. Σ : V Ñ LpRn ; V q ,

we call y P C1γ pI; V q a solution (on I) of the equation
(5.5)

dyt “ Bpyt q dht ` Σpyt q dzt

,

yt0 “ v0 ,

if the two-parameter path Ry defined as
y
Rst
:“ pδyqst ´ Bi pys q pδhi qst ´ Σj pys q pδz j qst ´ pDΣj ¨ Σk qpys q z2,jk
st
γ,µ
belongs to C2;β
pI; V q, for some parameter µ ą 1. Here, the notation DΣj ¨Σk
stands for

pDΣj ¨ Σk qpvq :“ pDΣj qpvqpΣk pvqq , for every v P V .
Remark 5.3. We are aware that the space Eγ1 could also be continuously
embedded into the space of paths with finite 1-variation, so that the whole
problem could certainly receive an analog treatment (with h still considered
as inducing a drift term) in the p-variation setting used in [7, 8, 14], instead
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of our singular Hölder setting. Nevertheless, switching the equation to a
p-variation framework could expose us to the risk of a loss of topological
sharpness in the results, with solutions possibly leaving the space of Hölder
paths (see for instance the general definition of a solution in [7, Definition
3.1]). This is not the case in the above formulation, where the solution is
still expected to belong to C1γ . Another (equivalent) possibility would here
have consisted in keeping track of the specific controls (in the sense of Lyons’
theory) arising throughout the procedure.
Let us now turn to the presentation of the main results of this section
about existence/uniqueness of a solution for the rough singular equation
(5.5). We will either be concerned with the classical situation of bounded
vector fields (Hypothesis (VF1)) or the more general possibility of linear
growth (Hypothesis (VF2)).
Hypothesis (VF1). The vector field B, resp. Σ, is C 2 , resp. C 3 , and
sup }Dp`q Bpvq} ă 8

for ` P t1, 2u

vPV

resp. sup }Dp`q Σpvq} ă 8

for ` P t0, . . . , 3u .

vPV

Hypothesis (VF2). The vector field B, resp. Σ, is C 2 , resp. C 3 , and the
following bounds hold true: for all ` P t0, 1, 2u, m P t0, . . . , 3u,
(5.6)

}pDp`q Bqpvq} À 1 ` }v} ,

}pDpmq Σqpvq} À 1 ` }v} ,

and also, for every v, w P V ,
(5.7)
}pDΣ ¨Σqpvq} À 1`}v} , }pDΣ ¨Σqpvq´pDΣ ¨Σqpwq} À }v´w}t1`}v}u .
Theorem 5.4 ((VF1)-situation). Under Hypothesis (VF1), and for any
v0 P V , Equation (5.5) admits a unique solution on r0, 1s with initial condition v0 , in the sense of Definition 5.2.
Theorem 5.5 ((VF2)-situation).
ing assertions hold true:

Under Hypothesis (VF2), the follow-

piq For any v0 P V , Equation (5.5) admits at most one solution on r0, 1s
with initial condition v0 , in the sense of Definition 5.2.
piiq For every K ě 1, there exists MK ą 0 such that if
}v0 } ď K

,

γ,1
N rδh; C2;β
pr0, 1sqs ď K

and

}z}γ;r0,1s ď MK ,
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then Equation (5.5) admits a unique solution y on r0, 1s with initial condition
v0 , in the sense of Definition 5.2. Besides,
(5.8)

N ry; C10 pr0, 1s; V qs ` N ry; C1γ pr0, 1s; V qs ď CpKq ,

for some growing function C : R` Ñ R` .
For the sake of conciseness, we have provided the details of the proof of
these technical results in the companion paper [9, Section 2].
6. Hitting step. Keeping in mind the strategy sketched out in Section
4.4, the route to Step 1, that is the hitting step, is now quite clear: we need
to check that the vector fields involved in the hitting system (4.44) do satisfy
the assumptions of the previous section, and then see how the conditions
therein exhibited (for the driver) can be injected into the general coupling
machinery.
We recall that we have fixed H P p1{3, 1{2q, γ P p1{3, Hq, as well as
vector fields b : Rd Ñ Rd and σ : Rd Ñ LpRd , Rd q satisfying Hypotheses
(H1) and (H3) (note that Hypothesis (H2) is not required at this stage of
the procedure).
6.1. Rough hitting. This first section focuses on the hitting issue at the
level of the general (deterministic) rough system, and therefore it settles
the bases for our forthcoming stochastic analysis. Let us recall that the
space Eγ2 pr0, 1s; Rd q has been introduced through Notation 4.1, and let us
fix two paths h P Eγ2 pr0, 1s; Rd q, z P C γ pr0, 1s; Rd q, assuming in addition that
z can be canonically lifted into a γ-rough path z :“ Lpzq, in the sense of
Definition 2.2.
Lemma 6.1.

Consider the Banach space
V2 :“ W 1,8 pr0, 1s; Rd q ˆ L8 pr0, 1s; Rd q ,

and define the vector fields pB, Σq on V along the following formulas:
ˆ ˙
ˆ
˙
şξ
bi pypξqq ´ 0 dη i pηq
i y
B0
pξq :“

pBk bi qpypξqqk pξq
Bji

ˆ ˙
ˆ ˙
ˆ
˙
σji pypξqq
y
i y
pξq “ Σj
pξq :“


pBk σji qpypξqqk pξq

for i, j “ 1, . . . , d. Then, under Hypothesis pH1q, the pair pB, Σq satisfies
Hypothesis (VF2).
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Proof. We have the following explicit expressions:
¸
ˆ ˙ˆ ˙ ˜
pBk σij qpyq y1k
y1
y
i
“
,
pDΣj q
1

pBk B` σji qpyq y1` k ` pBk σij qpyq k1

pDp2q Σji q

pDp3q Σji q

ˆ ˙ ˆˆ ˙ ˆ ˙˙
y
y1
y
, 2

1
2
˙
ˆ
pBk1 Bk2 σji qpyq y1k1 y2k2
“
.
pBk Bk1 Bk2 σji qpyq y1k1 yqk2 k ` pBk1 Bk2 σji qpyqtk11 y2k2 ` y1k1 k22 u

ˆ ˙ ˆˆ ˙ ˆ ˙ ˆ ˙˙
y
y1
y
y
, 2 , 3
“

1
2
3

˜
pBk Bk1 Bk2 Bk3 σji qpyq y1k1 y2k2 y3k3

¸
pBk1 Bk2 Bk3 σji qpyq y1k1 y2k2 y3k3
.
k ` pBk1 Bk2 Bk3 σji qpyqtk1 1 y2k2 y3k3 ` y1k1 k2 2 y3k3 ` y1k1 y2k2 k3 3 u

In particular,
pDΣji

¸
ˆ ˙ ˜
pB` σji qpyqσk` pyq
y
(
.
¨ Σk q
“

pBm B` σji qpyqσk` pyq ` pB` σij qpyqpBm σk` qpyq m

Based on these formulas, the two conditions (5.6) and (5.7) for Σ are immediate. We can then exhibit a similar expression for Dpqq B0 , q P t0, 1, 2u.

Combining Lemma 6.1 with the well-posedness results of Theorems 5.4
and 5.5 yields the following statement:
Proposition 6.2.
true:

Under Hypothesis pH1q, the following assertions hold

paq Let V1 :“ L8 pr0, 1s; Rd q2 . Then for every A P V1 and every smooth
function ϕ : Rd Ñ Rd bounded with bounded derivatives, the rough system
żξ
”
ı
dyt pξq “ ϕpbpyt pξqqq ´
ϕpt pηqq dη dt
0

(6.1)

`σpyt pξqq dht ` σpyt pξqq dzt ,
dt pξq “ pBk bqpyt pξqqϕpt pξqqk dt ` pBk σqpyt pξqqϕpt pξqqk dht

(6.2)

`pBk σqpyt pξqqϕpt pξqqk dzt ,

with initial condition py0 , 0 q “ A, admits a unique solution
py, q “: ΨV1 pA, ϕ, ph, zqq P C1γ pr0, 1s; V1 q ,
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in the sense of Definition 5.2.
pbq Let V2 :“ W 1,8 pr0, 1s; Rd q ˆ L8 pr0, 1s; Rd q and pick A P V2 . Assume that
}A}V2 ď K and ~h~1;γ ď K, for some fixed K ě 1. Then there exists a
constant MK ą 0 such that if }z}γ;r0,1s ď MK , the conclusion of point paq is
still true for ϕ ” Id and V1 replaced with V2 , and one has
“
(6.3)
N ΨV2 pA, Id, ph, zqq; C10 pr0, 1s; V2 qs ď CpKq ,
for some growing function C : R` Ñ R` .
Proof. Point pbq is obtained through the combination of Lemma 6.1 and
Theorem 5.5. As for point paq, it suffices to observe that for every fixed ϕ,
the vector fields involved in (6.1)-(6.2) satisfy Hypothesis (VF1), and we can
therefore appeal to Theorem 5.4 to conclude in this case.

Let us now rigourously check that when ϕ ” Id, the hitting system (6.1)(6.2) indeed satisfies the desired property, namely offering a way to see two
rough solutions (with different initial conditions and drivers differing from
a sole drift term) hit a time 1.
Proposition 6.3. Let V2 :“ W 1,8 pr0, 1s; Rd q ˆ L8 pr0, 1s; Rd q and consider a V2 -valued solution py, q on r0, 1s (in the sense of Definition 5.2) of
the rough system (6.1)-(6.2) with ϕ ” Id and inital condition
y0 pξq “ p1 ´ ξqa0 ` ξa1

,

0 pξq “ a1 ´ a0 ,

for fixed a0 , a1 P Rd . Then the following assertions hold true:
paq The Rd -valued path y p0q :“ y. p0q, is the solution on r0, 1s (in the sense
of Definition 2.3) of the rough equation
(6.4)

dyt “ bpyt q dt ` σpyt q dxt

,

y0 “ a0 ,

where x is the canonical rough path above x :“ z ` h.
pbq The Rd -valued path y p1q :“ y. p1q is the solution on r0, 1s (in the sense of
Definition 2.3) of the rough equation
(6.5)

dyt “ bpyt q dt ` σpyt q dr
xt

,

y0 “ a1 ,

r is the canonical rough path above x
r :“ z ` ph ` eq, with
where x
żt
ż1
´1
et :“ ´ ds σpys p1qq
dη s pηq .
0
p0q

0

p1q

pcq It holds that y1 “ y1 .
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Proof. paq Let y be a solution of (6.4) in the sense of Definition 2.3.
Then clearly it is also a solution in the sense of Definition 5.2, and by the
identification result [9, Corollary 3.2], we can conclude that y is a solution
of the equation
“
‰
(6.6)
dyt “ bpyt q dt ` σpyt q dht ` σpyt q dzt , y0 “ a0 ,
(that is, in Definition 5.2, we take V :“ Rd , m ´ 1 “ n “ d, B0 pyq :“ bpyq,
Bi pyq :“ σi pyq, Σi pyq :“ σi pyq, ht Ø pt, ht q, z Ø z). The conclusion then
comes from the uniqueness statement contained in Theorem 5.5, since y. p0q
trivially satisfies Equation (6.6) as well.
pbq As above, observe that due to the regularity of the path e and thanks
to [9, Corollary 3.2], the solution of (6.5) (in the sense of Definition 2.3) is
also the solution of
(6.7)

dyt “ bpyt q dt ` σpyt q dph ` eqt ` σpyt q dzt

,

y0 “ a1 ,

in the sense of Definition 5.2 (that is, with V :“ Rd , m ´ 1 “ n “ d,
B0 pyq :“ bpyq, Bi pyq :“ σi pyq, Σi pyq :“ σi pyq, ht Ø pt, ht ` et q, z Ø z). It
turns out that the path w :“ y. p1q satisfies Equation (6.7) as well. This can
be easily derived from the fact that
ˇ
ˇ
ˆ ż1
˙
ˇ
ˇ
ˇσpws q pδeqst ´ ´
dη s pηq pt ´ sqˇˇ
ˇ
0
ˇż t ż 1 „
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
´1
´1
ˇ
dη σpwr q r pηq ´ σpws q s pηq ˇˇ
“ |σpws q| ˇ dr
s
0
(
1`γ
À |t ´ s|
N r; C10 pr0, 1sqs N rw; C1γ pr0, 1sqs ` N r; C1γ pr0, 1sqs .
Therefore, just as for point paq, we can conclude with the help of the uniqueness property stated in Theorem 5.5.
pcq The assertion relies on the following identity: for every t, ξ P r0, 1s, one
has
(6.8)

pBξ yt qpξq “ t pξqp1 ´ tq .

It can indeed be checked that, when seen as paths with values in V :“
L8 pr0, 1s; Rd q3 , the triplets py, , Bξ yq and py, , gq (where we have set gt pξq :“
t pξqp1´tq) are both solution of the system obtained by adding to (6.1)-(6.2)
the third equation
dgt “ rpBk bqpyt qgtk ´ t s dt ` pBk σqpyt qgtk dht ` pBk σqpyt qgtk dzt ,
g0 pξq “ a1 ´ a0 .
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The conclusion is now immediate:
p1q

ż1

p0q

y1 ´ y1 “ y1 p1q ´ y1 p0q “

g1 pξq dξ “ 0 .
0

Before we summarize the previous results into a single statement (Theorem 6.4 below), let us introduce an auxiliary system which will later serve
us as an ingredient to ’invert’ the hitting system. This system (or rather this
family of systems) takes values in V1 :“ L8 pr0, 1sq2 , and is defined for every
smooth compactly-supported ϕ : Rd Ñ Rd as follows:
dȳt pξq

ϕpbpȳt pξqqq ´

“

ż1

żξ

„

ϕp̄t pηqq dη ` σpȳt pξqqσpȳt p1qq

´1

0


ϕp̄t pηqq dη dt

0

(6.9)

`σpȳt pξqq dht ` σpȳt pξqq dzt ,
„

d̄t pξq

“

pBk bqpȳt pξqqϕp̄t pξqqk
ż1
`pBk σqpȳt pξqqϕp̄t pξqqk σpȳt p1qq´1


ϕp̄t pηqq dη dt

0

(6.10)

`pBk σqpȳt pξqqϕp̄t pξqqk dht ` pBk σqpȳt pξqqϕp̄t pξqqk dzt .

with initial condition py0 pξq, 0 pξqq “ pp1 ´ ξqa0 ` ξa1 , a1 ´ a0 q. It is not
hard to see that for every such fixed ϕ, the vector fields involved in (6.9)(6.10) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.4 (that is, Hypothesis (VF1)),
and therefore the system admits a unique solution
pȳ, ̄q “: Ψ̄V1 ppa0 , a1 q, ϕ, ph, zqq P C1γ pr0, 1s; V1 q .

(6.11)

Notation. For all h : r0, 1s Ñ Rd and g P L1 pr0, 1s; Rd q, we set, for all
t P r0, 1s,
żt
(6.12)
T ph, gqt :“ ht ` gs ds .
0

Theorem 6.4. Fix K ě 1 and V1 :“ L8 pr0, 1s; Rd q2 . Then there exists
a smooth compactly-supported function ϕK : Rd Ñ Rd such that, for all
a0 , a1 P Rd , the following assertions hold true:
piq The system
dyt pξq

“

żξ
”
ı
ϕK pbpyt pξqqq ´
ϕK pt pηqq dη dt ` σpyt pξqq dht ` σpyt pξqq dzt ,

dt pξq

“

pBk bqpyt pξqqϕK pt pξqqk dt ` pBk σqpyt pξqqϕK pt pξqqk dht

0

`pBk σqpyt pξqqϕK pt pξqqk dzt ,
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with initial condition py0 pξq, 0 pξqq “ pp1 ´ ξqa0 ` ξa1 , a1 ´ a0 q, admits a
unique solution
py, q “: ΨV1 ppa0 , a1 q, ϕK , ph, zqq P C1γ pr0, 1s; V1 q ,

(6.13)

in the sense of Definition 5.2.
piiq There exists a constant MK ą 0 such that if maxp|a0 |, |a1 |, |a1 ´ a0 |q ď
K, ~h~1;γ ď K and }z}γ;r0,1s ď MK , then, defining py, q through (6.13),
one has: pii-aq the Rd -valued path y p0q “ y. p0q is the solution of
dyt “ bpyt q dt ` σpyt q dxt , y0 “ a0 ,
where x is the canonical rough path above x :“ z ` h; pii-bq the Rd -valued
path y p1q “ y. p1q is the solution of
(6.14)

dyt “ bpyt q dt ` σpyt q dr
xt , y0 “ a1 ,

r is the canonical rough path above x
r :“ z ` T ph, gq, with
where x
(6.15)
ż1
´1
dη ϕK pjt pηqq , py, jq :“ ΨV1 ppa0 , a1 q, ϕK , ph, zqq ;
gt :“ ´σpyt p1qq
0
p0q

p1q

pii-cq y1 “ y1 .
piiiq With notations (6.11) and (6.13) in mind, we have the following identities:
(6.16) py, jq “ ΨV1 ppa0 , a1 q, ϕK , ph, zqq “ Ψ̄V1 ppa0 , a1 q, ϕK , pT ph, gq, zqq ,
with g defined just as in (6.15), and
(6.17) pȳ, ̄q :“ Ψ̄V1 ppa0 , a1 q, ϕK , ph, zqq “ ΨV1 ppa0 , a1 q, ϕK , pT ph, ḡq, zqq ,
with
ż1
(6.18)

ḡptq :“ σpȳt p1qq

´1

dη ϕK p̄t pηqq .
0

Proof. With the notation CpKq used in Proposition 6.2 point pbq, consider any smooth function ϕK : Rd Ñ Rd such that
ϕK ” Id on r´CpKq, CpKqsd
and ϕK pxq “ 0 for every |x| ě 2 CpKq. Then piq follows immediately from
Proposition 6.2 point paq. Besides, owing to (6.3), it is clear that by defining
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MK just as in Proposition 6.2 point pbq, and under the assumptions of the
above point piiq, one has the identity
ΨV1 ppa0 , a1 q, ϕK , ph, zqq “ ΨV2 pA, Id, ph, zqq
with Apξq :“ pp1 ´ ξqa0 ` ξa1 , a1 ´ a0 q. Therefore, the three points pii-aqpii-bq-pii-cq can be readily deduced from Proposition 6.3.
In order to prove piiiq, observe first that with the notations in (6.15), one
has, at least at a formal level,
„
żξ
ϕK pt pηqq dη
dyt pξq “ ϕK pbpyt pξqqq ´
0

ż1
´1
ϕK pt pηqq dη dt
`σpyt pξqqσpyt p1qq
`
˘ 0
`σpyt pξqq d T ph, gq t ` σpyt pξqq dzt ,
with a similar transformation for the equation involving . Given the regularity of g, the latter transformations can actually be justified in a rigourous
way, that is in the framework settled through Definition 5.2: one can for
instance mimick the arguments of the proof of Proposition 6.3 point pbq.
Identity (6.16) now follows from the uniqueness of the solution to the system (6.9)-(6.10) (with fixed ϕ :“ ϕK ). Identity (6.17) can then be derived
from a similar transformation of (6.9)-(6.10), which completes the proof of
our statement.
6.2. Toward a Girsanov transformation. Let us go back to our stochastic
setting, where x “ X stands for a H-fBm. The aim now is to translate
the previous results at the level of the underlying Wiener paths, so as to
Ă q on rτk , τk ` 1s via a Girsanov-type
construct the expected coupling pW, W
argument. To this end, we will deduce from Theorem 6.4 how to build an
appropriate drift function gW for the hitting objective to be achieved. This
property is the topic of Theorem 6.7 below, that we write (without loss
of generality) with τk “ 0. Just before we state this result, we need to
specify, through the following technical lemma, how the Wiener space can
be somehow ’decomposed’ in accordance with the past-innovation splitting
(4.1).
We recall that we have fixed H P p1{3, 1{2q and γ P p1{3, Hq for the whole
study. Besides, in the sequel, we will indifferently denote by PW , and call the
Wiener measure, the Wiener measure on Cpp´8, 0s; Rd q (reversed Brownian
motion), the Wiener measure on Cpr0, 1s; Rd q, as well as the law of a twosided Brownian motion on Cpp´8, 1s; Rd q. We also define the following two
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sets of functions, which will be used in order to define our perturbations on
Wiener’s space:
(6.19) !
)
c
d
B´ :“ g : p´8, 0s Ñ R ; g is bounded measurable with compact support
(6.20)

!
)
B` :“ g : r0, 1s Ñ Rd ; g is bounded and measurable .

Lemma 6.5. There exist two spaces Ω´ Ă Cpp´8, 0s; Rd q and Ω` Ă
Cpr0, 1s; Rd q of full Wiener measure such that the following properties are
satisfied:
´
(i) Let DX
be defined for every smooth compactly-supported ϕ : p´8, 0s Ñ
d
R vanishing at 0 by
(6.21)
ż0 ´
¯
1
1
´
DX ϕptq :“ αH
pt ´ rqH´ 2 ´ p´rqH´ 2 dϕprq if t P p0, 1s,
´8
´
and DX
ϕp0q
values in Eγ2 .

´
“ 0. Then DX
extends to Ω´ as an application with
´ P Bc ,
Besides,şfor every w´ P Ω´ and every function gW
´
.
´
r´ :“ w´ ` ´8 gW psq ds still belongs to Ω´ .
the path w
`
(ii) Let DX
be defined for every smooth compactly-supported ϕ : r0, 1s Ñ
d
R vanishing at 0 by
żt
1
`
(6.22)
DX ϕptq “ αH pt ´ rqH´ 2 dϕprq , t P r0, 1s .
0

Then
extends to Ω` as an application with values in C γ pr0, 1s; Rd q,
`
and for every w` P Ω` , DX
w` can be canonically lifted into a rough
`
path LpDX
w` q, in the sense of Definition 2.2. Besides, for every w` P
`
d
r` :“ w` `
Ω
ş. ` `and every continuous gW : r0, 1s Ñ R , the path w
0 gW psq ds still belongs to Ω` .
(iii) For every ε ą 0, it holds that
`
DX

`
PW pw` P Ω` : }LpDX
w` q}γ;r0,1s ď εq ą 0 .

(iv) Set Ω :“ tw´ \ w` : w´ P Ω´ , w` P Ω` u Ă Cpp´8, 1s; Rd q and for
every w “ w´ \ w` P Ω,
´
`
DX w :“ DX
w´ ` DX
w` .

Then DX w belongs to C γ pr0, 1s; Rd q and can be canonically lifted as a
rough path, in the sense of Definition 2.2. Furthermore, as a random
variable on pΩ, PW q, DX has the law of a fBm of Hurst index H.
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(v) It holds that Θ´1 pΩq Ă Ω´ , where Θ stands for the shift operator, that
is Θτ pwqt “ wt`τ .
Proof. Let us fix ε P p0, H ´ γq.
´
piq Note first that, using an elementary integration-by-parts formula, DX
can be equivalently defined as
(6.23)
ˆ
˙ż 0 ´
¯
3
3
1
´
DX ϕptq :“ αH H ´
pt ´ rqH´ 2 ´ p´rqH´ 2 ϕprq dr if t P p0, 1s
2
´8
´
and DX
ϕp0q “ 0, for every test-function ϕ vanishing at 0. Fixing a parameter
1
ε ą 0, we can now specify the space Ω´ alluded to in our claim above:

!
w´ ptq
(6.24) Ω´ :“ w´ : p´8, 0s Ñ Rd ; w´ p0q “ 0 , lim
“ 0 and
1
tÑ´8 |t| 2 `ε1
)
1
w´ is p ´ εq-Hölder continuous on compact intervals .
2
Owing to some classical properties on the Wiener process, this subspace is
of Wiener measure 1 for any fixed ε, ε1 ą 0, and from (6.23), it is easy to
´
check that DX
continuously extends to Ω´ , as an application with values in
2
Eγ . Indeed, for every test-function ϕ vanishing at 0, every k ě 1 and every
t P p0, 1s, it holds that, for some constant ck ě 0,
ˇż 0
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ ´ pkq ˇ
ˇ
H´ 32 ´k
k´γ ˇ
k´γ ˇ
ˇ
pt ´ rq
t
pDX ϕq ptq “ ck t
ϕprq drˇˇ
ˇ
´8
*
" ż ´1
ż0
k´γ
H´ 32 ´k
H´ 32 ´k
|ϕprq| dr ` t
pt ´ rq
|ϕprq| dr
ď ck
pt ´ rq
´1
´8
ˆ
˙ ż ´1
|ϕprq|
dr
À
sup
1
1
1
1`k´H´ε
`ε
rď´1 |r| 2
´8 |r|
ż0
k´γ
`kϕkγ;r´1,0s t
pt ´ rqH´1´k´ε dr
´1

À

sup
rď´1

|ϕprq|
1

1

|r| 2 `ε

` kϕkγ;r´1,0s .

`
piiq Just as above, note that DX
can be equivalently defined as

(6.25)

`
DX
ϕptq

H´ 12

:“ αH ϕptq t

ˆ
˙ż t
˘
3`
1
`αH H ´
pt´rqH´ 2 ϕptq´ϕprq dr
2
0
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´
if t P p0, 1s and DX
ϕp0q “ 0, for every test-function ϕ on r0, 1s vanishing
at 0. From this expression, it is easy to check that, as a map with values in
`
r`
C γ pr0, 1sq, DX
continuously extends to the (full-Wiener-measure) space Ω
1
of p 2 ´ εq-Hölder paths on r0, 1s which vanish at 0. We can also check that
`
r ` , PW q Ñ C γ pr0, 1sq
the covariance function of the Gaussian process DX
: pΩ
so defined satisfies the conditions of [14, Theorem 15.33], which allows us to
assert that the subspace
(6.26)
(
r ` : D` w` can be canonically lifted as a γ-rough path .
Ω` :“ w` P Ω
X

is of full Wiener measure.
ş. ` Finally, the stability of Ω` through the transforr
mation w` ÞÑ w` ` 0 gW psq ds follows
ş. ` from the definition of Ω` 1and the
result of [9, Proposition 3.1], since 0 gW psq ds obviously belongs to C pr0, 1sq.
piiiq By [14, Theorem 15.60] (and using the terminology therein introduced),
`
the assertion reduces to showing that the Gaussian process DX
: pΩ` , PW q Ñ
γ
C pr0, 1sq satisfies the complementary Young regularity condition. It turns
out that this specific result has been proved in [12, Example 2.11], which
immediately yields the conclusion.
pivq It holds that Eγ1 Ă C γ pr0, 1sq, and so DX w does belong to C γ pr0, 1sq, for
every w P Ω. The fact that it can be canonically lifted as a γ-rough path fol`
lows from point piiq (that is, we can lift DX
w` ) and [9, Proposition 3.1] (due
´
2
to DX w´ P Eγ ). Finally, when dealing with a two-sided Brownian motion W
´
on p´8, 1s, and starting from the explicit formulas (6.23)-(6.25) for DX
and
`
DX , we can apply Itô formula to identify DX W with the Mandelbrot-Van
Ness transformation of W .
pvq It can be immediately checked from the previous constructions.
We will also rely on the following inversion formula, borrowed from [19,
p. 741]:
´ P B c (recall
r´ P Ω´ , w` P Ω` and gW
Lemma 6.6. Consider w´ , w
´
that those spaces are respectively defined by (6.24), (6.26) and (6.19)). We
assume that:
ż.
´
w
r´ “ w´ `
(6.27)
gW
psq ds,
´8

`
Also consider a generic function gX
P B` . Then there exists a map K :
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c ˆ Ω ˆ B Ñ Ω such that
B´
`
`
`
ż.
`
˘
`
`
´
r´ \ KpgW
psq ds “ DX w
, ω` , gX
q |r0,1s .
DX pw´ \ w` q|r0,1s ` gX
0

Specifically, the map K is given by the following formula:
ż.
`
˘
´
`
´
`
`
´
KpgW , ω` , gX q “ w` ` HpgW
, gX
q ds “ T w` , HpgW
, gX
q ,
0

where we recall that T has been introduced in (6.12), and where the integral
transformation H is defined by:
ż0

(6.28)

1

1

t 2 ´H p´sqH´ 2
Hpg1 , g2 qt :“ C1
g1 psq ds
t´s
´8
ˆż t
˙
1
d
´H
2
` αH
pt ´ sq
g2 psq ds
dt
0
żt
1
“ C1 R0 g1 ptq ` C2 pt ´ sq´ 2 ´H g2 psq ds .
0

In (6.28), observe that the notation RT has been introduced in (4.17).
The above formula can be interpreted as follows: in the spirit of (4.10),
´ , g ` q corresponds to the the drift on the Wiener
the second term of HpgW
X
`
component induced by the “fractional drift” gX
whereas by Lemma 4.2, the
first term is the drift on the Wiener component on r0, 1s which ensures that,
´ , the corresponding fractional drift is equal to 0.
given a past gW
In the next statement, we denote by Φpa; xq the unique solution on r0, 1s of
the rough equation
dyt “ bpyt q dt ` σpyt q dxt

,

y0 “ a ,

understood in the sense of Definition 2.3. Let us recall that b and σ are
assumed to satisfy Hypothesis (H1), so that the above equation indeed
admits a unique solution on r0, 1s.
Theorem 6.7. Fix two parameters K, α ą 0, as well as a pK, α, γq´ P Bc ,
a, w´ , w
r´ q P pRd q2 ˆ Ω2´ . Also,ş consider gW
admissible state π “ pa, r
´
.
c
´
r´ “ w´ ` ´8 gW psq ds. Then
where B´ is defined by (6.24), such that w
there exists an application Λ “ Λπ : Ω` Ñ Ω` such that:
şt `
piq For every w` P Ω` and every t P r0, 1s, Λpw` qt “ w` ptq` 0 gW
pw` , sqds,
`.
for some pGt qtPr0,1s -adapted function gW
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piiq There exists a positive constant δK depending only on K such that
`
˘
r´ \Λpw` qqq1 ě δK .
PW w` P Ω` : Φpa; LpDX pw´ \w` qqq1 “ Φpã; LpDX pw
piiiq Λ is bijective with inverse Λ´1 satisfying
żt
´1
`
Λ pw` qt “ w` ptq ` ḡW
pw` , sqds ,
0

`.
for some pGt qtPr0,1s -adapted function ḡW

pivq There exists CK ą 0 depending only on K such that for PW -every
w` P Ω ` ,
ż1
` 2
` 2
p|gW
| ` |ḡW
| qpw` , sq ds ď CK .
0

pvq For every fixed w` P Ω` , consider the function gW pw` , .q : p´8, 1s Ñ Rd
´ ptq if t ď 0 and g pw , tq “ g ` pw , tq if t P p0, 1s,
defined as gW pw` , tq “ gW
`
`
W
W
and denote by gX pw` , .q the image of gW pw` , .q through the transformation
(4.11). Then there exists CK ą 0 depending only on K such that for PW every w` P Ω` ,
sup |gX pw` , tq| ď CK .
tPr0,1s
´
´
Proof. Set hw´ :“ DX
w´ (where we recall that DX
is defined by (6.21))
`
and write, for every w` P Ω` , zw` :“ LpDX w` q (see Lemma 6.5piiq).

piq With the notations of Theorem 6.4, consider the function gX : Ω` ˆ
r0, 1s Ñ Rd given by
ż1
´1
(6.29)
rgX pw` qsptq :“ ´σpyt p1qq
dη ϕK pjt pηqq ,
0

with py, jq :“ ΨV1 ppa, r
aq, ϕK , phw´ , zw` qq. Then, with the notations of Lemma
6.6, we define Λ on r0, 1s as
żt
` ´
˘
´
Λpw` qt :“ K gW , w` , gX pw` q “ w` ptq ` HpgW
, gX pw` qqs ds
(6.30)
0
`
˘
´
“ T w` , HpgW
, gX pw` qq t .
piiq By the very definition of K, H and invoking Lemma 6.6, we have, for
every w` P Ω` ,
ż.
DX pw
r´ \ Λpw` qq|0,1s “ DX pw´ \ w` q|r0,1s ` gX pw` , sq ds .
0
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Besides, it is readily checked that
a, L pDX pw
r´ \ Λpw` qqqq
Φ pr
˙˙
ˆ
ˆ
ż.
“ y p1q ,
“Φ r
a, L DX pw´ \ w` q ` rgX pw` qspsqds
0

where y p1q is defined by (6.14). In addition, by the admissibility condition
a|, |r
a ´ a|q ď 2K. There(4.19), we know that ~hw´ ~1;γ ď K and maxp|a|, |r
fore, we are exactly in a position to apply Theorem 6.4 and deduce the
existence of a positive constant MK ą 0 such that
`
˘
PW w` P Ω` : Φpa; LpDX pw´ \ w` qqq1 “ Φpã; LpDX pw
r´ \ Λpw` qqq1
ě PW pw` P Ω` : }zw` }γ;r0,1s ď MK q .
The conclusion now comes from Lemma 6.5, point piiiq.
´
w
r´ and with the notations of Theorem 6.4-piiiq, define,
piiiq Set hwr´ :“ DX
for every w` P Ω` ,

ż1
ḡX pw` , tq :“ σpȳt p1qq

´1

dη ϕK p̄t pηqq
0

with pȳ, ̄q :“ Ψ̄V1 ppa, r
aq, ϕK , phwr´ , zw` qq, where the flow Ψ̄V1 has been introduced in relation (6.11). Then consider the application Λ̄ : Ω` Ñ Ω`
given by
` ´
˘
´
(6.31) Λ̄pw` qt :“ K ´gW
, w` , ḡX pw` q “ Tt pw` , Hp´gW
, ḡX pw` , .qqq.
Let us check that Λ̄ is actually the inverse of Λ, by showing first that Λ̄˝Λ “
` pw , .qq,
Id. To this end, fix w` P Ω` and set w̄` :“ Λpw` q “ T pw` , gW
`
` pw , .q :“ Hpg ´ , g pw , .qq, with g pw , .q given
where, according to piq, gW
`
`
`
X
X
W
ş.
´ psq ds and G` pw , .q :“
by
Then consider the functions G´
“ ´8 gW
`
W
W
ş. (6.29).
`
g
pw
,
sq
ds
(defined
respectively
on
p´8,
0s
and
r0,
1s),
so
that,
by
con`
0 W
struction,
`
`
zw̄` “ DX
w̄` “ zw` ` DX
pG`
pw` , .qq .
W
Using the identification result [9, Corollary 3.2], we get
Ψ̄V1 ppa, r
aq, ϕK , phwr´ , zw̄` qq
`
`
“ Ψ̄V1 ppa, r
aq, ϕK , hwr´ ` DX
pG`
pw` , .qq, zw` qq
W
(6.32)

´ ´
`
“ Ψ̄V1 ppa, r
aq, ϕK , phw´ ` DX
GW ` DX
pG`
pw` , .qq, zw` q .
W
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At this point, observe that by the inversion formula (4.11), one has for any
t P p0, 1s,
˘
d ` ´ ´
`
DX GW ` DX
pG`
pw
,
.qq
ptq
`
W
dt
ˆż 0 ´
¯
1
1
d
´
psq ds
“ αH
pt ´ sqH´ 2 ´ p´sqH´ 2 gW
dt
´8
˙
żt
H´ 12
´
` pt ´ sq
HpgW , gX pw` , .qqs ds
0

“ gX pw` , tq .
`
Therefore, hw´ ` D1 G´
W ` D2 GW “ T phw´ , gX pw` , .qq, which, going back to
(6.32), gives us

aq, ϕK , phwr´ , zw̄` qq “ Ψ̄V1 ppa, r
aq, ϕK , T phw´ , gX pw` , .qq, zw` qq .
Ψ̄V1 ppa, r
We can now apply identity (6.16) to assert that
Ψ̄V1 ppa, r
aq, ϕK , phwr´ , zw̄` qq “ ΨV1 ppa, r
aq, ϕK , phw´ , zw` qq ,
which readily entails that ḡX pw̄` , .q “ ´gX pw` , .q. The conclusion is now
immediate: according to (6.31) we have
´
Λ̄pw̄` q “ T pw̄` , Hp´gW
, ḡX pw̄` , .qqq
´
´
“ T pw` , HpgW
, gX pw` , .qq ` Hp´gW
, ḡX pw̄` , .qqq “ T pw` , 0q “ w` .

The fact that Λ ˝ Λ̄ “ Id follows from symmetric arguments (by using (6.17)
instead of (6.16)).
pivq Let us recall that according to (6.28) we have
`
´
gW
pw` , tq “ HpgW
, gX pw` , .qqt

żt
“

´
C1 pR0 gW
qptq

1

pt ´ sq´ 2 ´H rgX pw` qspsq ds .

` C2
0

L2 -norm

`
The desired uniform bound on the
of gW
pw` , .q then follows from
ş1
´
two elementary facts: (a) It holds that 0 |pR0 gW qpsq|2 ds ď 1 thanks to the
admissibility condition (4.18). (b) The function gX pw` q defined by (6.29) is
bounded. This trivially stands from our assumption (2.7) on σ ´1 and from
the definition of the cutoff function ϕK . The same arguments can be used
`
for the bound on the L2 -norm of ḡW
pw` , .q.

pvq Just as above, it is an immediate consequence of Hypothesis (H3) and
the definition of ϕK .
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Remark 6.8. We have written our results for a time origin τ “ 0 for
notational sake. However, notice that the generalizations of Lemma 6.6 and
Theorem 6.7 to a shifted time origin τ are straightforward. Let us just
r´ P Θτ Ω´ ,
describe the transformation H in this context: consider w´ , w
´ P Θ B c , where Θ denotes the shift of a path by τ . We
w` P Θτ Ω` and gW
τ ´
τ
r´ and w´ holds true. Then for
still assume that relation (6.27) between w
`
gX
P Θτ B` we have
ż.
˘
`
`
`
´
r´ \ Kτ pgW
, ω` , gX
q |rτ,τ `1s ,
psq ds “ DX w
DX pw´ \ w` q|rτ,τ `1s ` gX
τ

where Kτ is defined as follows:
ż.
`
Kτ pgW , ω` , gX
q
´

:“ w` `
τ

with

´
`
Hτ pgW
, gX
qs ds ,

żt
Hτ pg1 , g2 qt :“

C1 R0 g1τ ptq

1

pt ´ sq´ 2 ´H g2 psq ds ,

` C2
τ

and where we recall that the notation RT has been introduced in (4.17).
These transforms are then used in the successive binding trials alluded to in
Section 4.2.
6.3. Achievement of Step 1. As a conclusion of this section, we obtain
the following result.
Proposition 6.9. Assume pH1q and pH3q. Then, for all α ą 0 and
K ą 0, there exist constants δ “: δpα, Kq ą 0 and CK ą 0 such that for
Ă q can be built on rτk´1 , τk´1 ` 1s in such a way that the
each k ě 1, pW, W
following properties hold:
piq One has PpYτk´1 `1 “ Yrτk´1 `1 |Ek´1 X Ak pK, α, γqq ě δ.
piiq If ω P Ak pK, α, γq and Step 1 is successful, then
sup |gX pt ` τk´1 q| ď CK .
tPr0,1s

piiiq

şτk´1 `1
τk´1

|gW psq|2 ds ď CK

a.s.

Proof. At the price of a change of variable, we can assume that τk´1 “ 0.
The construction of the coupling follows the lines of [19] and [11]. Let us
however recall the principles below.
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Ă q: With the notations of Theorem 6.7, let π deStep 1: Definition of LpW, W
note the current state and let Λ denote the related coupling function. Let PW
denote the Wiener measure on r0, 1s and Λ˚ PW be the image measure of PW
by the mapping Λ. By Girsanov’s Theorem, Λ˚ PW pdwq “ DΛ pwqPW pdwq
where, with the notations of Theorem 6.7,
ˆż 1
˙
ż
1 1 `
`
2
(6.33)
DΛ pwq “ exp
gW pw, sqdwpsq ´
|g pw, sq| ds .
2 0 W
0
First, if ω R Ak pK, α, γq, one does not attempt Step 1. In other words, in
` “ 0 on rτ
this case, gW
k´1 , τk´1 ` 1s.
Second, assume that ω P Ak pK, α, γq. For positive measures µ1 and µ2 with
densities D1 and D2 with respect to another measure µ, denote by µ1 ^ µ2
the measure defined by pµ1 ^ µ2 qpdwq “ D1 pwq ^ D2 pwqµpdwq. According
to Theorem 6.7piiq, the way of gluing Y and Yr at time τk´1 ` 1 implies the
Ă q such that W
Ă “ ΛpW q on rτk´1 , τk´1 ` 1s
construction of a coupling pW, W
with lower-bounded probability. However, let us recall that in this nonMarkovian setting, we also need to control the distance between W and
Ă on the event where the coalescent coupling fails. This particular feature
W
leads to a construction of the coupling which slightly differs from the classical
maximal coupling, where the components are independent conditionally to
the failure (see e.g. [25]). Namely, with the help of the invertibility of Λ
proved in Theorem 6.7, one defines a non-negative measure P1 on Ω2` by
P1 “

1 ˚
pΛ PW ^ Λ˚2 PW q
2 1

where Λ1 and Λ2 are the functions a.s. defined on Cpr0, 1s, Rd q by
Λ1 pwq “ pw, Λpwqq and

Λ2 pwq “ pΛ´1 pwq, wq.

Let us recall here that, even though this is not suggested by the notation,
P1 strongly depends on the current state π (via Λ). Indeed, if one goes back
to the definition (6.30) of Λ, it is readily checked that the function gX pw` q
therein depends also on w´ . In addition, for any bounded measurable function F defined on Ω2` , we have:
EΛ˚1 P rF s
ż
ż
“
F pw, Λpwqq Ppdwq “
F pw1 , w2 q 1pw2 “Λpw1 qq DΛ pw2 q Ppdw2 q
Ω`
Ω`
ż
“
F pw1 , w2 q 1pw1 “Λ´1 pw2 qq DΛ pw2 q Ppdw2 q.
Ω`
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Therefore we get:
Λ˚1 PW pdw1 , dw2 q “ 1tpΛ´1 pwq,wqu pw1 , w2 qDΛ pwqPW pdwq,
where DΛ is defined by (6.33). This implies that P1 satisfies
(6.34)

1
P1 pdw1 , dw2 q “ 1tpΛ´1 pwq,wqu pw1 , w2 qpDΛ pwq ^ 1qPW pdwq.
2

r 1 the “symmetrized” nonWrite Spw1 , w2 q “ pw2 , w1 q and denote by P
r 1 :“ P1 ` S ˚ P1 . We then define the
negative measure induced by P1 , P
τk´1 Ă τk´1
Ăτ q as follows:
Ăt`τ
´W
q “ pWt`τk´1 ´ Wτk´1 , W
, Wt
coupling pWt
k´1
k´1
(6.35)

τ
r 1 ` ∆˚ pPW ´ Π˚ P
r
Ă τk´1 qtPr0,1s q “ P
LppWt k´1 , W
1 1 q “ P1 ` P2 ,
t

r 1 q.
with ∆pwq “ pw, wq, Π1 pw1 , w2 q “ w1 and P2 “ S ˚ P1 ` ∆˚ pPW ´ Π˚1 P
Using (6.34), we check that for nonnegative functions f ,
ż
˘
1 `
˚r
Π1 P1 pf q ď
f pΛ´1 pwqqDΛ pwq ` f pwq PW pdwq ď PW pf q,
2
hence P2 is the sum of two non-negative measures. Thanks to the symmetry
r 1 and to the fact that Π1 ˝ ∆ is the identity, one can also check
property of P
that the marginals of P1 ` P2 are both equal to PW . In conclusion, the
Ă has been achieved in such a way that:
coupling (6.35) between W and W
(1) Each marginal is the distribution of a Brownian motion.
(2) Only three possibilities occur: w2 “ Λpw1 q (under P1 ) or w2 “ Λ´1 pw1 q
r 1 q) so that g “ 0 in that
(under S ˚ P1 ) or w1 “ w2 (under ∆˚ pPW ´ Π˚1 P
W
last case. In particular, whenever the coupling fails, the distance between
the two Brownian motions is still controlled.
Step 2: Proof of statements piiq and piiiq. Statement piiq is a direct consequence of the last statement of Theorem 6.7. For piiiq, the result is obvious
if ω R Ak pK, α, γq. Otherwise, this is a consequence of the statement p2q
above and from Theorem 6.7pivq.
Step 3: Proof of statement piq: Recall that P̃1 denotes the distribution of
Ă τk´1 q on rτk´1 , τk´1 ` 1s and that W
Ă τk´1 “ ΛpW τk´1 q under the
pW τk´1 , W
t
t
subprobability P1 . Set R :“ tpw, py π,w p1q “ ỹ π,Λpwq p1qu where py π,w , y π,Λpwq q
stands for a coupled solution to the SDE on r0, 1s with initial condition π
and couple of Wiener innovations pw, Λpwqq. With the notations of Theorem
6.7, R can be more precisely written as follows:
(
R :“ w` P Ω` : Φpa; LpDX pw´ \ w` qqq1 “ Φpã; LpDX pw
r´ \ Λpw` qqq1 ,
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r´ q P pRd q2 ˆ Ω2´ stands for the past of the system up
where π :“ pa, ã, w´ , w
to time τk´1 “ 0. As a consequence,
PpYτk´1 `1 “ Yrτk´1 `1 |Ek´1 XAk pK, α, γqq ě P1 pR ˆ ΛpRqq “ }1RˆΛpRq P1 }T V .
Now, by Theorem 6.7, we know that there exists a positive δK (depending
only on K) such that PW pRq ě δK . Our claim piq is thus reduced to lower
bound }1RˆΛpRq P1 }T V in terms of PW pRq.
The aforementioned lower bound is obtained as follows: by (6.34) and
Lemma C.1. of [26] (applied to p “ 2, µ1 “ Λ˚ PW , µ2 “ PW and X “ R)
we have
”ş
ı2
D
pwqP
pdwq
W
ΛpRq Λ
}1RˆΛpRq P1 }T V ě ş
.
3
4 ΛpRq DΛ pwq PW pdwq
the lines of the proof of [11, Lemma 3.1] and using that w ÞÑ
şFollowing
1 `
2
0 |gW pw, sq| ds is bounded by a constant depending only on K (see Theorem
6.7pivq), one deduces that
}1RˆΛpRq P1 }T V ě C rPW pRqs2 ě CδK ą 0,
which is the desired lower bound.
7. About Step 2. As explained in Section 4.2, and following the ideas
of [11, 19], Step 2 consists in a series of trials to keep Y and Yr as equal on
successive intervals Ik,` :“ rsk,` , sk,``1 s of length c2 2` . To be more specific,
for every fixed k ě 1, we define psk,` q`ě0 by
(7.1)

sk,0 “ sk,1 “ τk´1 ` 1

and for every ` ě 1

sk,``1 “ sk,` ` c2 2` .

From a pathwise point of view, an obvious way to achieve our goal here,
that is to keep the paths Y and Yr glued together is to set gX ptq “ 0 after
time τk´1 ` 1, which by the one-to-one connection of Lemma 4.2, amounts
to setting
(7.2)

τk´1 `1
gW ptq “ gS ptq :“ pR0 gW
qptq .

Ă q in such a
The aim then is to extend the previous Brownian coupling pW, W
way that, with some controlled probability, Condition (7.2) is indeed satisfied
on the successive intervals Ik,` . Using the notation Bk,` introduced in (4.23)
and with the proof of Theorem 2.5 in mind (see (4.34) and (4.39)), we are
more precisely interested in the control of the related quantity PpBk,` |Bk,`´1 q,
that is the probability of respecting (7.2) on the interval Ik,` “ rsk,` , sk,``1 s
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provided it holds up to time sk,` . This specific issue has been studied in [11,
Section 3.2] for H ą 12 . It turns out that the result therein obtained, as well
as its proof, can be transposed into our setting without any change, which
leads us directly to the following assertion:
Proposition 7.1. Let gS be defined by (7.2) for t ě τk´1 ` 1. Then for
every α P p0, Hq and every K ą 0, there exist constants C2α,K ě 1, C2,1
α,K ě 1
and ρ1α,K , ρ2α,K P p0, 1q, which do not depend on k and such that the following
properties hold:
(a) On the event Ak pK, α, γq, one has
ż `8
p1 ` tq2α |gS pτk´1 ` 1 ` tq|2 dt ď C2α,K .
0

Ă q along Condition (7.2) in such a
(b) One can extend the coupling pW, W
1
way that, calibrating Step 2 by the formula c2 :“ pC2α,K q 2α , one has
ρ1α,K ď PpBk,1 |Bk,0 q ď ρ2α,K ,
and for all k ě 0, ` ě 2,
(7.3)

1 ´ 2´α` ď PpBk,` |Bk,`´1 q ď 1 ´ 2´α`´1 .

(c) On the event Fk,` (` ě 1) defined by (4.22) and under the same cali1
bration c2 :“ pC2α,K q 2α , one has
ż sk,2
sk,1

and if ` ě 2,

ż sk,``1

|gW ptq|2 dt ď C2,1
α,K ,

|gW ptq|2 dt ď p2p` ` 3qq2 ,

sk,`

ż sk,p

|gW ptq|2 dt ď 2´2αp , p P t2, . . . , `u .

sk,p´1

8. pK, α, γq-admissibility condition. In this section, we assume that
Steps 1 and 2 are carried out as described previously, and the aim is to
ensure that the system is pK, α, γq-admissible with positive probability at
every time τk . This is the purpose of the next proposition. In the subsequent
statements, we recall that for all α P p0, Hq and K ą 0, the notation C2α,K
refers to the constant in p1, `8q provided by Proposition 7.1.
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Proposition 8.1. Let H P p1{3, 1{2q and assume pH1q, pH2q, pH3q
hold true. For all ε P p0, 1q, α P p0, Hq, β ą p1 ´ 2αq´1 and ς ą 1, there
exist strictly positive constants
(8.1)

K “: Kpε, αq

,

c3 “: c3 pε, α, β, ςq

such that calibrating Step 2 and Step 3 along the formulas
1

c2 :“ pC2α,K q 2α

(8.2)

,

∆3 pk, `q :“ c3 ς k 2β`

yields that c3 ě 2c2 and for every k ě 1
ˇ ˘
`
(8.3)
P Ak`1 pK, α, γq ˇ Ek ě 1 ´ ε .
Remark 8.2. Let us insist on the fact that, in accordance with our
notations in (8.1), the function K so defined depends on the two parameters ε
and α only, whereas c3 depends both on pε, αq and on pβ, ςq. This dependence
issue is of paramount importance in the proof of Theorem 2.5, as we have
seen it in Section 4.3.
The proof of Proposition 8.1 will actually be obtained as a consequence
of the three following lemmas. We assume here that H P p1{3, 1{2q is fixed,
and that Hypotheses pH1q, pH2q, pH3q hold true.
Lemma 8.3. For all α P p0, Hq, β ą p1 ´ 2αq´1 , K ą 0 and ς ą 1, there
exists a constant c3,1 pα, β, K, ςq ą 0 such that for every c3 ě c3,1 pα, β, K, ςq,
calibrating Step 2 and Step 3 along the formulas in (8.2) yields that for every
kě1
ˆ
ż `8
ˇ ˙
ˇ
2α
τk
2
P sup
p1 ` tq ppRT |gW |qptqq dt ď 1 ˇ Ek “ 1 .
T ě0 0

Lemma 8.4. For all α P p0, Hq and ς ą 1, there exist constants C3,2
α ą0
and c3,2 pα, ςq ą 0 such that for all K ą 0 and c3 ě c3,2 pα, ςq, calibrating
the scheme along the formulas in (8.2) yields that
´
¯
Ă q~1;γ |Ek s ď C3,2 .
sup max Er~Dτk pW q~1;γ |Ek s , Er~Dτk pW
α
kě0

Lemma 8.5. There exists a constant p P p0, 1q and for all α P p0, Hq
and ς ą 1, there exist constants C3,3
α ą 0 and c3,3 pα, ςq ą 0 such that for
all K ą 0 and c3 ě c3,3 pα, ςq, calibrating the scheme along the formulas in
(8.2) yields that
´
¯
sup max Er|Yτk |p |Ek s , Er|Yrτk |p |Ek s ď C3,3
α .
kě0
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Remark 8.6. Just as above, let us stress the fact that, as indicated by
our notations, the constants C3,2
and C3,3
in Lemmas 8.4 and 8.5 only
α
α
depend on α, and not on ς. This will be an essential point in the subsequent
proof of Proposition 8.1.
Before we turn to the proof of these three lemmas, let us see how their
combination can lead to the desired proposition.
Proof of Proposition 8.1. Fix ε P p0, 1q, α P p0, Hq, β ą p1 ´ 2αq´1 ,
3,3
ς ą 1, and let p P p0, 1q, C3,2
α , Cα , c3,2 pα, ςq and c3,3 pα, ςq be defined as in
Lemmas 8.4 and 8.5. Then for all K ą 0 and c3 ě maxpc3,2 pα, ςq, c3,3 pα, ςqq,
calibrating the scheme as in (8.2) yields that
ˇ ˘
`
Ă q~1;γ ď K ˇ Ek
P |Yτk | ` |Yrτk | ` ~Dpτk q pW q~1;γ ` ~Dpτk q pW
ˇ ˘
`
Ă q~p ą K pα ˇ Ek
ě 1 ´ P |Yτ |p ` |Yrτ |p ` ~Dpτk q pW q~p ` ~Dpτk q pW
k

k

1;γ

1;γ

1
ě 1 ´ p Er|Yτk |p |Ek s ` Er|Yrτk |p |Ek s
K
(
Ă q~p |Ek s
`Er~Dpτk q pW q~p1;γ |Ek s ` Er~Dpτk q pW
1;γ
(
2
3,2 p
ě 1 ´ p C3,3
.
α ` pCα q
K
Therefore, setting from now on
`
(˘
3,2 p 1{p
K “ Kpε, αq :“ 2ε´1 C3,3
,
α ` pCα q
we get that for every c3 ě maxpc3,2 pα, ςq, c3,3 pα, ςqq and for the calibration
in (8.2),
ˇ ˘
`
Ă q~1;γ ď K ˇ Ek ě 1 ´ ε .
(8.4) P |Yτk | ` |Yrτk | ` ~Dpτk q pW q~1;γ ` ~Dpτk q pW
Then, appealing also to the notations of Lemma 8.3, we define
`
1 ˘
c3 pε, α, β, ςq :“ max c3,1 pα, β, K, ςq, c3,2 pα, ςq, c3,3 pα, ςq, 2pC2α,K q 2α .
In this way, setting c3 :“ c3 pε, α, β, ςq and still calibrating the scheme as in
(8.2), we deduce, on top of (8.4), that c3 ě 2c2 and by Lemma 8.3
ˆ
ż `8
ˇ ˙
ˇ
τk
(8.5)
P sup
p1 ` tq2α ppRT |gW
|qptqq2 dt ď 1 ˇ Ek “ 1 .
T ě0 0

The bound (8.3) immediately follows from (8.4) and (8.5).
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It remains us to prove Lemma 8.3, Lemma 8.4 and Lemma 8.5. It turns
out that Lemma 8.3 can be shown along the very same arguments as in [11,
Proposition 4.6], and therefore we will not return to this proof for the sake
of conciseness. As for the strategy toward Lemma 8.4, resp. Lemma 8.5, it
is the topic of the subsequent Section 8.1, resp. Section 8.2.
8.1. Proof of Lemma 8.4. Let us first remark that rDpτ q pW qs1 is welldefined (see Lemma 6.5) and satisfies:
ˆ
˙ż τ
3
1
pτ q
1
rD pW qst “ αH H ´
pt ` τ ´ rqH´ 2 dWr .
2
´8
In this section, our computations will hinge on a related incremental process,
defined as follows: for u ď v ď τ ,
żv
3
τ
Du,v
ptq :“ pt ` τ ´ rqH´ 2 dWr .
u

For k ě 1, we thus decompose Dpτk q in a series of terms depending on the
sequence pτm qkm“0 :
¸
ˆ
˙˜
k
ÿ
1
τk
τk
pτk q
1
Dτm´1 ,τm ptq .
(8.6)
rD pW qst “ αH H ´
D´8,0 ptq `
2
m“1
The idea of the sequel is to control each term of the right-hand side separately. We begin by a simple lemma:
Lemma 8.7.
surely
τ
|Du,v
ptq|

For every 0 ď u ă v ă τ and every t ą 0, one has almost

żv
!
)
5
H´ 23
|Wv ´ Wu | ` pt ` τ ´ rqH´ 2 |Wv ´ Wr | dr
ď cH pt ` τ ´ uq
u

and

ż0
τ
|D´8,0
ptq|

5

pt ` τ ´ rqH´ 2 |Wr | dr ,

ď cH
´8

for some deterministic constant cH ą 0.
Proof. Both bounds follow from an integration-by-parts argument similar to the one we performed in (6.23). The second bound also involves the
3
fact that limuÑ´8 uH´ 2 |Wu | “ 0 almost surely.
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We now state some controls related to the decomposition (8.6).
Lemma 8.8. Let α ą 0 and assume that for some (fixed) calibration of
the scheme, there exists η P p0, 1q such that for all k ě 1, ` ě 0 and K ą 0 ,
(8.7)

PpEk |Ek´1 q ě η ,

PpFk,` |Ek´1 q ď 2´α`

and

∆τk ě ak a.s.,

where Fk,` and Ek are respectively defined in (4.22) and (4.24), and pak qkě1
is a deterministic sequence such that ak ě 1 for every k ě 1. Then there
2
exists a constant Cη,α
ą 0 and for every p ą 0 there exists a constant
1
Cη,α,p ą 0 such that for every k ě 1,
(8.8)
1
”´
¯ˇ ı
Cη,α,p
ˇ
1´γ
τk
E
sup t |Dτm´1 ,τm ptq| ˇ Ek ď 1{2´H
, m P t1, . . . , k´1u ,
tPp0,1s
η pk´mq{p
ak

(8.9)

”´
¯ˇ ı
ˇ
τk
E
sup t1´γ |D´8,0
ptq| ˇ Ek ď
tPp0,1s

1
Cη,α,p
1{2´H k{p
η

,

ak

and
(8.10)
´ ”´
¯ˇ ı ”´
¯ı¯
ˇ
1´γ
0
2
k
max E
sup t1´γ |Dττk´1
ptq|
E
,
E
sup
t
|D
ptq|
ď Cη,α
.
ˇ
k
,τk
´8,0
tPp0,1s

tPp0,1s

Proof. For the sake of conciseness, the details behind these technical
estimates are given in the supplementary material [9, Section 5].
Remark 8.9. Observe that the second assumption of (8.7) holds true
1
by Proposition 7.1pbq as soon as c2 “:“ pC2α,K q 2α . As well, with the help of
the upper-bound in (7.3), we have for instance:
PpEk |Ek´1 q ě 1 ´ PpBk,2 |Bk,1 q ě η “ 2´2α´1 .
Remark that the previous inequality corresponds to an upper bound for
the probability of success of the attempt. In fact, this (possibly surprising)
technical condition gives us a way to control the effect of conditioning by the
event Ek throughout the computations (see [9, Section 5] for more details).
With Lemma 8.8 in hand, we can now turn to the proof of our result.
Proof of Lemma 8.4. We only prove the result for W , the proof for
Ă being completely similar. Fix α ą 0 and ς ą 1. By Remark 8.9, the
W
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conditions of Lemma 8.8 are satisfied by the sequence ak :“ c3 ς k , provided
c3 ě 1. Now, by decomposition (8.6), it holds that for every k ě 0,
(8.11)
¯ˇ ı
! ”´
ˇ
τk
ptq| ˇ Ek
sup t1´γ |D´8,0
Er~Dτk pW q~1;γ |Ek s ď cH E
tPp0,1s

k
ÿ

`

¯ˇ ı)
”´
ˇ
k
ptq|
E
sup t1´γ |Dττm´1
ˇ Ek .
,τm
tPp0,1s

m“1

For k “ 0, we can use (8.10) to assert that
”´
¯ı
0
2
(8.12)
E
sup t1´γ |D´8,0
ptq| ď Cη,α
.
tPp0,1s

For k ě 1, combining the three bounds (8.8)-(8.9)-(8.10) gives that for every
p ą 0,
k
¯ˇ ı
”´
¯ˇ ı
”´
ÿ
ˇ
ˇ
τk
k
ptq| ˇ Ek `
E
sup t1´γ |Dττm´1
ptq|
E
sup t1´γ |D´8,0
ˇ Ek
,τm
tPp0,1s

ď

m“1
k´1
ÿ

1
Cη,α,p

pc3 ς k q1{2´H

1

η pk´mq{p
m“0

`

2
Cη,α

tPp0,1s

ď

1,1
Cη,α,p
1{2´H

c3

ˆ

ς H´1{2
η 1{p

˙k
2
` Cη,α
.

At this point, and since ς ą 1, we can pick p “ ppς, ηq ą 0 such that
ς H´1{2
ď1,
η 1{p
which entails that
(8.13)
k
”´
¯ˇ ı
”´
¯ˇ ı
ÿ
ˇ
ˇ
τk
k
E
sup t1´γ |D´8,0
ptq| ˇ Ek `
E
sup t1´γ |Dττm´1
ptq|
ˇ Ek
,τm
tPp0,1s

m“1

tPp0,1s

ď

1,2
Cη,α,ς
1{2´H
c3

2
` Cη,α
.

By injecting (8.12)-(8.13) into (8.11) and setting
`
˘
1,2 1{p1{2´Hq
c3,2 pα, ςq :“ max 1, pCη,α,ς
q
,
we can conclude that for every c3 ě c3,2 pα, ςq and every k ě 0,
2
Er~Dτk pW q~1;γ |Ek s ď cH t1 ` Cη,α
u,

which corresponds to the desired estimate.
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8.2. Proof of Lemma 8.5. The argument is based on a combination of
the Lyapunov control established in Theorem 3.5 and the properties of the
noise shown in the previous section. Since the arguments are identical for Y
and Yr , we only prove the statement for Y .
First, set ρ :“ e´C2 {2 where C2 is defined in Hypothesis pH2q. By Theorem
3.5, we know that there exists a constant c (depending only on γ) such that
for every t P R` ,
(
(8.14)
|Yt`1 |2 ď ρ|Yt |2 ` c 1 ` kXptq kλγ ,
ptq

8
where we have set λ :“ 3γ´1
, Xs :“ Xt`s ´ Xt (s ě 0) and kXptq kγ :“
kXptq kγ,r0,1s . Accordingly, for every p P p0, 2s, we get that
(
(8.15)
|Yt`1 |p ď ρp{2 |Yt |p ` cp{2 1 ` kXptq kλp{2
.
γ

A straightforward induction procedure then yields
|Yτk |p ď pρp{2 q∆τk |Yτk´1 |p ` cp{2

∆τÿ
k ´1

pρp{2 q∆τk ´` p1 ` kXpτk´1 ``q kγλp{2 q .

`“0

At this point, note that by Remark 8.9, we can rely on the existence of a
parameter η ą 0 (depending only on α) such that for every k ě 0 and K ą
0, PpEk |Ek´1 q ě η, and in particular Er|Yτk´1 |p |Ek s ď η ´1 Er|Yτk´1 |p |Ek´1 s.
, we have, due to ∆τk ě c3 ,
Therefore, for all p P p0, 2s and c3 ě logpη{2q
log ρp{2
pρp{2 q∆τk ď pρp{2 qc3 ď

η
,
2

and so
Er|Yτk |p |Ek s
ď

ď

«
ff
∆τ
`8
ˇ
ÿ
ÿk
η
p
p{2
`
p{2
p{2 ∆τk ´`
pτk´1 ``q λp{2 ˇ
Er|Yτk´1 | |Ek s ` c
ρ `c E
pρ q
kX
kγ ˇEk
2
`“0
`“0
«
ff
∆τ
ˇ
p{2
ÿk
1
c
ˇ
Er|Yτk´1 |p |Ek´1 s `
` cp{2 E
pρp{2 q∆τk ´` kXpτk´1 ``q kλp{2
ˇEk ,
γ
2
1´ρ
`“0

which, by induction, entails that
sup Er|Yτk |p |Ek s ď Er|Yτ0 |p |E0 s ` 2Cρ,p “ Er|Y0 |p s ` 2Cρ,p ,
kě0

where
(8.16)

Cρ,p

«∆τ
ff
ˇ
ÿk
cp{2
ˇ
:“
` cp{2 E
pρp{2 q∆τk ´` kXpτk´1 ``q kγλp{2 ˇEk .
1´ρ
`“0
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Let us recall here that we have assumed the existence of a parameter r ą 0
such that Er|Y0 |r s ă `8 (for Yr0 , one even knows that Er|Yr0 |p s ă `8 for
every p ą 0, since the invariant measure has moments of any order). The
conclusion now comes from the result of Proposition 8.10 below.
Proposition 8.10. For all α P p0, Hq and ς ą 1, there exists a constant
c̄pα, ςq ą 0 such that for all K ą 0 and c3 ě c̄pα, ςq, calibrating the scheme
along the formulas in (8.2) entails that for all q P p0, 41 s and ρ P p0, 1q,
«∆τ
ff
ˇ
ÿk
ˇ
sup E
ρ∆τk ´` kXpτk´1 ``q kqγ ˇEk ă `8 .
kě1

`“0

Proof. Let us again recall the existence of a parameter η ą 0 (depending
only on α) such that for every k ě 0 and K ą 0, PpEk |Ek´1 q ě η. Then, by
using the result (and the notations) of [9, Lemma 5.2], one obtains that
„ ∆τ
ˇ 
ÿk
∆τk ´`
pτk´1 ``q q ˇ
E
ρ
kX
kγ ˇEk
`“0

ď cη,α ¨ sup
mě1

∆pk,mq
ÿ

ı1
”
ˇ
2
ˇ
ρ∆pk,mq´` E kXpτk´1 ``q k2q
γ Ek´1

`“0

”
ı2q
ˇ
cη,α
ˇ
¨ sup E kXpτk´1 ``q k1{2
E
.
ď
k´1
γ
1 ´ ρ `,k
Secondly, by [9, Corollary 3.3], we know that
(8.17)

}Xpτk´1 ``q }γ ď cp1 ` }Zpτk´1 ``q }2γ ` ~Dpτk´1 ``q ~21;γ q ,

for some constant c that depends only on γ, and so
”
ı
sup E kXpτk´1 ``q k1{2
|E
k´1
γ
`,k

`
˘
ď c1{2 1 ` sup Er}Zpτk´1 ``q }γ |Ek´1 s ` sup Er~Dpτk´1 ``q ~1;γ |Ek´1 s .
`,k

`,k

Owing to the stationarity and the independence of the Brownian increments,
it is clear that
Er}Zpτk´1 ``q }γ |Ek´1 s “ Er}Z}γ s ,
where the latter expectation is known to be finite (see [14, Theorem 15.33]).
Then, similarly to (8.6), one has the decomposition
ˆ
˙
¯
1 ´ τk´1 ``
τk´1 ``
pτk´1 ``q 1
pD
q ptq “ αH H ´
D´8,τk´1 ptq ` Dτk´1
ptq
,
,τk´1 ``
2
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On the one hand, the fact that, for any c3 large enough (depending on α
and ς), the quantity

„
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
1´γ ˇ τk´1 ``
ˇ
D´8,τk´1 ptq ˇEk´1
E sup t
tPr0,1s

is uniformly bounded in ` and k can be shown with similar arguments as
those in the proof of Lemma 8.4. To be more specific, the idea is to start
from a similar decomposition as the one in (8.6) and to control each term
with the help of Lemma 8.7. Since the right-hand term in the latter lemma
decreases with τ , the dependency in ` can be managed as follows: for all
` ě 0 and u ă v,
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ τk´1 `` ˇ
ptqˇ ď cH
ˇDu,v
ˆ
˙
żv
H´ 32
H´ 25
pt ` τk´1 ´ uq
|Wv ´ Wu | ` pt ` τk´1 ´ rq
|Wv ´ Wr | dr ,
u

and from here we can mimick the arguments of the proof of Lemma 8.8.
τ

``

k´1
As far as the process Dτk´1
,τk´1 `` is concerned, we can use the independency
and stationary properties of the Brownian motion, together with the bound
of Lemma 8.7, to assert that for every ` ě 1,
„

ˇ
ˇˇˇ
1´γ ˇ τk´1 ``
ˇ
E sup t
D´8,τk´1 ptq ˇEk´1

tPr0,1s

«
ď cH E

˙ff
ˆ
ż`
5
3
.
sup t1´γ pt ` `qH´ 2 |W` | ` pt ` ` ´ rqH´ 2 |Wr |dr
0

tPr0,1s

3

1

For the first term, it is enough to observe that t1´γ pt``qH´ 2 |W` | ď `´ 2 |W` |.
For the second term, we can write
ż`
5
t1´γ pt ` ` ´ rqH´ 2 |Wr ´ W` | dr
0
ż `´1
1
ď
p` ´ rqH´2 p` ´ rq´ 2 |Wr ´ W` | dr
0
ż`
1
`
p` ´ rqH´1´γ p` ´ rq´ 2 |Wr ´ W` | dr ,
`´1

where we have used the fact that for every r P r` ´ 1, `s and every t P p0, 1s,
t1´γ pt ` ` ´ rqH´2 ď pt ` ` ´ rqH´1´γ ď p` ´ rqH´1´γ .
ı
”
ˇ τk´1 ``
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇEk´1 follows imThe uniform boundedness of E suptPr0,1s t1´γ ˇD´8,τ
ptq
k´1
mediately, and this achieves the proof of our assertion.
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